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Summary
The glaciers in northern Norway are spread out over a wide area. In this report the
recent change of 60 glaciers in six selcted areas are studied; l) Okstindan, 2)
Svartisen, 3) Blåmannsisen, 4) Skjomen, 5) Lyngen and 6) Øksfjord and Seiland.
Aerial photographs of these areas were taken in 1998 and compared with older
photos, maps and other information.
The glaciers have undergone large changes the last century. One hundred years ago,
many of the glaciers were dose to their Little lee Age (LIA) maximum extent. During
the twentieth century, most of the glaciers have melted back and have become much
smaller. Generally, almost all glaciers were in a state of retreat until the 1960s. Since
then the glaciers have behaved differently and both local and regional variations in
glacial behaviour are found.

Sammendrag
Breene i Nord-Norge er spredt over et stort geografisk område i fylkene Nordland,
Troms og Finnmark. I denne rapporten er endringer av om lag 60 breer i seks områder
studert. Områdene var: l) Okstindan, 2) Svartisen, 3) Blåmannsisen, 4) Skjomen, 5)
Lyngen og 6) Øksfjord og Seiland. Disse områdene ble flyfotografert i 1998 og
bildene ble sammenlignet med eldre flybilder, kart og annen informasjon.
Breene har gjennomgått store endringer det siste århundret. For ett hundre år siden
var mange av breene nær deres maksimum posisjon i den lille istid (LIA). Siden da
har breene smeltet tilbake og de fleste har blitt betydelig redusert. I hovedtrekk har så
å si alle breene vært i tilbakegang til 1960-årene, men siden da har breene hatt ulik
utvikling og det har vært både store regionale og lokale forskjeller i breutviklingen.

1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The glaciers in north em Norway are spread out over a wide area in the three
northemmost counties: Nordland, Troms and Finnmark. At the end of the 1960's an
inventory of the glaeiers in northem Norway was compiled from topographical maps
and aerial photos from the 1950s and the 1960s. The inventory (Østrem et. al., 1973),
gives information about the total area and volurne of all glacier units in northem
Scandinavia. They total more than 1180 glacier units, covering an area of 1127 km 2
and a volurne of approximately 100 km 3 (Østrem et. al., 1973). No detailed regional
studies of the glaciers in northem Norway have be en performed since, but severaI
specific investigations on individual glaciers have been carried out.
Therefore, to achieve a better picture of the present state of the glaeiers in northem
Norway and survey regional changes, a special study was begun in 1998. The study
included new vertical aerial photographs and comparison with older material. Six
defined glacier areas were selected and photographed in 1998. The areas were (Fig.
l):
l. Okstindan in Nordland
2. Svartisen in Nordland
3. Blåmannsisen in Nordland
4. Skjomen in Nordland
5. Lyngen peninsula in Troms
6. Øksfjord and Seiland by Altafjorden in Finnmark
The photographs do not cover all glaciers in the areas, but selected glaciers from each
area, totalling about 60 glaciers.
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Figure 1
Six glaeier
areas in
northern
Norwaywere
photographed
in 1998.

a

3. Blåmannsisen

_:1: •

Okstindan

1.2 Historie glaeier ehange
The last continental ice sheet disappeared from northern Scandinavia around 9000
BP. It's generally believed that most glaciers disappeared during the first warm part of
the Holocene and that they later reappeared. Around 5000 to 3000 BP there were cold
periods that are often referred to as "the Fimbul winter". A new cold period, the Little
Ice Age (LIA), began around 1400-1500 and lasted until around 1800-1900. The cold
climate resulted in astrong growth of most glaciers, and they reached their maximum
extension somewhere between 1750 and 1900. The glaciers have undergone large
changes in the last hundred years.

1.3 Previous work
Glaciological investigations begun early in the 19th century, but systematic
observations were not started until 100 years later when Rekstad and Hoel started
survey of glaciers in Okstindan and Svartisen (Hoel and Werenskiold, 1962; Rekstad,
1910). In the 1960's systematic mass balance investigations were begun on two
glaciers in Skjomen in connection with power plan production, but lasted for only a
few years. Since then mass balance investigations have been carried out on severaI
glaciers, but only at Engabreen we have a fairly long series of mass balance
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measurements (continuous since 1970). Changes of length and volurne have also been
calculated by repeated survey and map comparisons on e.g. Okstindan (Knudsen,
1987; Knudsen and Theakstone, 1984), Storsteinsfjellbreen (Kjøllmoen and østrem,
1997), Svartisen (Theakstone, 1965; Theakstone and Knudsen, 1987; Kohler, 1997;
Engeset, 1999). In the 1980's and 1990's ice thickness and bed topography were
measured by radar techniques at severai glaeiers (e.g Kennett, 1990; Sætrang, 1988).
Furthermore, the re have been investigations of glaeier hydrology and ice dynamics
(Andreasen and Knudsen, 1985; Jacobsen et. al., 1997; Kohler, 1998; Raben and
Theakstone, 1996; Theakstone and Knudsen, 1996).
Studies in Lyngen and 0ksfjordjøkelen have concentrated upon plateau ice caps and
their contribution to ice supply of valley glaeiers (Gellalty et. al. , 1986; Gordon et.al.,
1986; 1988; 1995; Whalley et.al., 1981; 1989; 1994). Photography sketches from
early climbers and travellers to these area reported in Gellaty et.al., 1986; 1989) have
helped to show changes in glaeier extent and thickness over the last hundred years.

1.3 Objectives
The major objectives of this work are to:
- identify changes during the 20 th century of selected glaeiers in north em Norway
- investigate and identify any trends in local and regional change

1.4 Report outline
The methods used for this report are described in the following chapter. The results of
each area are described in chapter 3-8. Some conclusions are given in chapter 9. A list
of material used in this report and overview of measurements are given in the
Appendices.

2. Data material and methods
2.1 Data material
SeveraI sources were used to study the changes of the photographed glaeiers: vertical
aerial photographs, topographic maps, information from the glaeier inventory, front
position and mass balanee records and field observations and reports.

Vertical aerial photographs
The 1998 photographs were taken by Fjellanger Widerøe AS, during a few days in the
end of August and the beginning of September 1998. The photo scale was
approximately l: 20 000 for some of the areas, the rest of the areas were
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photographed at the scale 1: 30 000. Ordinary black and white film was used. The
conditions were ideal after an accumulation season with relatively little snow and a
hot and sunny summer. These conditions resulted in good contrasts on the verticals.
The pictures taken were of high quality and were very suitable for further study. In
addition to the 1998 photographs, there exist severai older aerial photographs for all
the chosen areas. A list of used photographs for the investigated glaciers in northem
Norway are given in appendix A.

Topographic maps
The first detailed topographical maps of glaciers in northem Norway (called
'Gradteigskart) were published to the scale l: 100000 with 30 metres contour
interval. The maps are based on field surveys in the years 1890's-1910's (Appendix
B). The accuracy of these maps is not very good. The geodetic network used for the
map construction and the survey methods have low accuracy, when compared with
modem maps, in particular the contour lines on the glaciers are inaccurate. Thus, we
have used old maps to determine only the length and area variations of the glaciers.
The present main map series of Norway are published to the scale l: 50 000 with 20
metres contour interval. These maps have been used for all the areas, and names of
glaciers are generally taken from these maps. The maps are mainly made from
vertical aerial photographs taken between 1950 and 1985 (Appendix B).
For a smaller group of glaciers detailed glacier maps and/or digital terrain models
exist. Previously maps were mostly constructed by analogue photogrametry from
aerial or terrestrial photographs. The maps were published at a scale 1:10 000 or 1:20
000 (depending on the glacier size) with 10 m contour interval. There also exist
severaI unpublished maps of the investigated glaciers. From the end of the 1990s
digital terrain models (DTM) are usually constructed directly from scanned aerial
photograph and a contour map is extracted from the DTM. A list of the topographical
maps used for this report is given in Appendix B.

Glaeier inventory
The glacier inventory of glaciers in northem Scandinavia (Østrem et.al., 1973) gives
detailed information about all glaciers in northem Norway. The inventory was in
general made on existing topographical maps at a scale of l: 50 000 and l: 100 000
and air photographs mainly from the period 1952-1971. In the in ven tory all glaciers
are divided in to units with reported length, area and altitude range. Also, the surface
exposition was established for both the accumulation and ablation area.

Front position records
Front position fluctuations of glaciers in Syartisen have been recorded since the end
of the 19 th century . In 1908 Hoel started front position measurements in the Okstindan
area and many other glaciers in Norway (Hoel and Werenskiold, 1962), while
Rekstad initiated more systematic annual front position measurements on outlets from
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Svartisen (Rekstad, 1910). Measurements have since then been canied out for shorter
or longer periods on a number of glaciers. However, on ly at Engabreen there is a
fairly continuous series of measurements. More information about the front position
records is given in Appendices C.

Mass balanee
During the period 1963-99 detailed mass balance investigations have been carried out
on 14 different glaciers totalling 119 record years. Mass balance measurements are at
present performed by NVE on two glaciers in northem Norway, Engabreen in the
Svartisen area (since 1970) and Langfjordjøkelen in the Øksfjord and Seiland area
(discontinuously since 1989). More information about the mass balance
measurements is given in Appendices D.

Other sources
In addition, special investigations have been carried out on severaI glaciers and will
be referred to in this report.

2.2 Methods and analysis
Vertical aerial photographs
The verticals taken in 1998 were studied in a mirror stereoscope. The pictures were
then compared with earlier photographs and topographic maps to achieve a general
picture of the development of glaciers in that area. A few glaciers were selected for
closer studies. To determine changes in front position of glaciers, distance was
measured directly on the photo. Radial distortions in the pictures complicates the
distance measurements, especially when there are large altitude differences. However,
analysis wilI, in most cases, give good enough aCCuracy to quantify changes.

Front fluctuations and geometrical changes
Observations of front fluctuations and repeated mapping of glaciers give information
of spatial and volumetric changes of glaciers. The front position of a glacier can be
measured by survey of the glacier front or by simple distance measurements from
caims outside the glacier. Fluctuations of the glacier front can also be extracted from
topographical maps.
The 'distance method' is often used to measure the front position of a glacier. In this
method the distance is measured from established cairns to the glacier front in the
same direction every year. The method gives a rough estimate of fluctuations at one
or more points at the glacier front. The measurements will have a degree of
uncertainty both in the actual length determination and to the extent the measurement
is representative of the entire glacier front. The time of year will also be important.
Ideally, they should be taken at about the same time each year, usually September.
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Whenever moraines are used to indicate glacier recession, their position indicates the
maximum winter advance, assuming of course, that no advances have over-ridden the
'annual' moraines.

Mass balanee
The methods used to measure mass balance have been almost the same for all
glaciers. Winter balance is generally measured in April or May by probing to the
previous year's summer surface along profiles. Snow coring is also used to support
the probing. Snow density is measured in pits at one or two locations at different
elevations on each glacier. Summer and net balances are obtained from stake
measurements, usually in September or October. Description of methodology is found
in Kjøllmoen (2000) and østrem and Brugman (1991).

Volumetric changes
Measurements of area and length variations are useful, but changes in length do not
necessary reflect overall changes of a glacier's mass balance. It is the change in
volurne, which truly represents an increase or decrease of the glacier's size. The
cartographic method calculates total volurne change by comparison of topographic
maps from different years. Similar studies have been carried on other Norwegian ice
caps (e.g. Kjøllmoen and østrem, 1997; Andreassen, 1999).
The data processing involves construction of digital terrain models (DTM) from the
topographic data in a Geographical Information System (GIS). The thickness change
is calculated by subtracting the DTMs. This calculation gives a difference grid with
the altitude differences in glacier ice, fim and partly snow. To compare with volurne
change calculated from other methods one need to convert altitude difference to the
difference in water equivalents by multiplying the grid with the density of ice, usually
900 kg/m 3 (Paterson, 1994). The volurne change figures should also be modified for
the additional melting that occurs from the date of photographing to the end of the
season.
The accuracy of the final result is affected by a number of factors. The result will be
influenced byerrors in the original topographic data, data transformations,
interpolations and calculations. One of the factors determining the accuracy of the
topographic data is the photo scale of the verticals, a larger scale (lower flying height)
give a smaller standard error. Other factors are the accuracy of the geodetic reference
network and the precision of the constructor. The quality of the aerial photos used is
also crucial and especially the characteristics of the snow surface. Constructing
contour lines over snow areas is always difficuJt due to the poor contrast, and the
accuracy will be lower in those areas. Digitising analogue maps introduce horizontal
random errors due to the accuracy of the digitiser and the condition of the analogue
manuscript. GIS calculations introduce errors when converting data from local
coordinate systems, generating DTMs and in the overlay operations (Burrough,
1986).
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3. O kst in dan

(Nie1s Tvis Knudsen)

The Okstindan mountains and glaeiers (66°00'N, 14°16'E) are situated just south of
the Arctic circle. The glaeier comp1ex is located south of the Kjennsvatn and
Grasvatn 1akes, west of Speltfjelldalen, north of Røsvatn lake and east ofthe Røssåga
valley in Nordland. The glaeiers of Okstindan cover approximate1y 46 km2 . østrem et
al. (1973) found 19 individual glaeiers in the Røssåga and Bjerka drainage areas. The
mountains of Okstindan rise high above the surrounding area, with severa1 mountains
raising between 1800 and 1900 m a.s.l. The highest peaks in the area, Oksskolten
(1916 m) and Okshornet (1907 m), are amongst the highest in northem Scandinavia.
111ey lie only 4 km west of the bottom of Speltfjelldalen, but are 1300 m higher.
111ree glaeiers, Austre Okstindbreen, Charles Rabots Bre and Corneliussens Bre, are
situated in the north-eastern part of the area and cover almost 17 km2 . The small
western plateau ice cap, Vestisen, covers about 26 km2 . Much of it lies between 1300
m and 1500 m, and it supplies a number of small er outlet tongues, most of them
ending between 1000 m and 1100 m a.s.l. The glaeiers of Okstindan and the names of
the most important outlets and loca1 glaeiers are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2

The glaeiers of Okstindan.

Previously the outlets from the ice caps and the local glaeiers covered a much larger
area and, when the area was first surveyed between 1885 and 1904, the glaeiers
covered almost 75 km2 (Hoel, 1962). This is also shown by the presenee of severaI
temuna1 moraine ridges some distanee in front of the present margins. The ridges
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furthest from the glaciers indicate the largest extent in historical times, the so-called
Little lee Age maximum (LIA). The date of the glacier maximum extent in Okstindan
is unknown, but is believed to be between 1750 and 1800. In places low, grasscovered moraine ridges have been observed outside the LIA-moraines in the area.
Probably these moraines are as much as 3000 years old (Griffey and Worsley, 1978;
Karlen, 1979).
One hundred years ago, many of the glaciers margins were dose to their Little lee
Age (LIA) maximum position. During the twentieth century, most of the glaciers
have melted back and have become much small er. The first observations of the
changing lengths of glaciers were started in 1908, when Hoel visited the area, and
observations were continued at several glaciers until 1944 (Hoel, 1962). The
Okstindan Glacier Project was initiated in 1970 and since then various glaciological
investigations have been carried out, inc1uding mass balance, glacier hydrology and
ice dynamics (Jakobsen and Theakstone, 1997; Knudsen, 1987; Knudsen and
Theakstone, 1980; 1997; Theakstone and Knudsen, 1987; 1996). The whole ofthe
Okstindan area has been mapped from aerial photographs, and several terrestrial
surveys have been carried out at Austre Okstindbreen and Comeliussens Bre. Aerial
photographs of the glaciers exist from the years 1965, 1977, 1981 and 1998.

3.1 Charles Rabots Bre
Charles Rabots Bre is a small (1.1 km2) cirque glaeier, and it is completely separate
from all others. It heads in an east faced basin situated between the mountains
Okshomet and Oksskolten. Its uppermost snowfields are separated from those of the
accumulation area supplying Austre Okstindbreen by a col only a few metres wide, at
about 1750 m a.s.l. Only 1.9 km 10ng, it has a mean surface slope of about l in 3.
Below a roughly circular basin, a particularly steep (30-38°) section alongside a
nunatak leads to the narrow lower tongue, which steepens to 25° above the terminus
at 1100 ID. In his description, Hoel (1910) mentions that the glacier is precipitous
(Norwegian: stupbratt).
In 1909 the glacier ended on gent1y-sloping ground at around 1000 m a.s.l., and about
200-250 m behind a distinct terminal moraine ridge, which probably marks its
maximum historical extent during the Little lee Age (LIA) advance. In 1908 Hoel
photographed the glacier from about 750 m a.s.l. on Skullenfjell on 24 August and
from the top of Spjelthaugen, at about 780 m a.s.l., on 26 August (Hoel, 1910). On
both photographs, ice is visible on the lower glacier, but the exact position of the
margin and moraine ridges in front of it is difficult to see, mainly because the
photographs are taken from some distance. At higher level the glacier is snow
covered, and it almost reaches the saddle between Oksskolten and Okshornet. In 1909
two cairns were erected in front of the glacier by Per Kristoffersen Fjelddal. Between
the summers of 1909 and 1911, the glacier advanced almost 40 m, before retreating
about 30 m during the following ten years. No further observations were made unti1
1934, but Koller visited the area in that year and found the glacier margin about 15 m
behind its 1909 position. A sharp "new" terminal moraine ridge observed 45 min
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front of the margin (Hoel, 1962) was probab1y forrned during the 1909-1911 glacier
advance.
During the following ten years, the glacier retreated about 50 ill. There was a large
retreat in 1936-37, when the margin melted back 34 m, but two minor advances of
about 10 m were also measured. In 1944 the glacier ended on a rather flat plateau at
about 1020 m a.s.l. below a steep slope, and observations in 1970 showed, that the
glacier below about 1100 m a.s.l. had melted complete1y, and be10w 1300 m even
dose at the centre line the glacier was only between 10-15 m thick (Theakstone et.
al., 1970), indicating that what was left of the glacier below this leve1 was stagnant.
Between 1944 and 1970, the year when observations were resumed, the glaeier
retreated up a steep slope, and a considerab1e loss of ice must have taken place on the
glaeier up to about 1400-1500 ill. Observations during the summer of 1970 showed
that the ice thickness in moulins reaching the bed on the centre line at about 1200 m
a.s.l. was less than 10 m, and values between 14.7 and 16.5 m were measured at about
1300 m a.s.l. (Theakstone et al., 1970). Photographs taken in 1941 and 1970 show the
massive ice loss from the lower part of the glacier and indicate that relatively 1ittle
change took place in the upper basin (accumulation area) of the glacier (Fig. 3).

Figure 3
Charles Rabots Bre from station K41.1 (established by Koller in August 1941). The photographs
were taken in August 1941 and on 12 July 1970. It is evident that the lower glaeier lost a lot of ice
during the intervening period, but the changes in the upper basin were small. In 1941, the main
meltwater stream left the glaeier at its southern side. In 1970 the meltwater left the glaeier at much
the same altitude, but not far from it northern side. Photos: Koller (1941) and Knudsen (1970)
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During 1969-73 a mass balanee programme was carried out on the glacier. The snow
accumulation is affected by wind, and the steep convex slope at around 1500 m is
often almost snow free during the winter; ice ablation occurs in the area through most
ofthe summer. The10wer glaeier, between 1100 m and 1250 Ill, receives a lot of
snow by drifting, and no ice ablation takes p1ace there during cooler summers. The
specific balanee curve therefore shows a mass minimum between about 1300 m and
1500 m and snow accumulation on the 10wer and upper parts of the glaeier. The net
balanee during the years of observation is shown, together with observations at three
other glaeiers in Nordland (Tab. 1).

Table 1

Mass balanee (m water eqv.) at four glaeiers in Nordland during the period 1969-73

Glaeier

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

Engabreen

-0.99

1.01

-0.07

2.72

-0.96

1.09

Høgtuvbre
Trollbergsdalbre

-2.47

-0.33

-1.24

0.76

Charles Rabots Bre

-1.90

0.47

-1.04

1.44

The annual net balanee at Charles Rabots Bre and Engabreen shows the same trend,
but is about 0.5-1 m lower at Charles Rabots Bre than at Engabreen. Observations in
the summer of 1985 showed that seven stakes had survived on the glaeier below
about 1450 m and were still inserted in the glacier. Measurements showed that at
around 1200 m, the glaeier surface had increased about 0.5 m since 1970 and fim was
present, and that the stake lengths had decreased 0.4-0.8 ill. About 100 m further
upglacier at about 1220 m the surface had lowered about 2-3 m and ice was observed,
which was comparable to the change measured in stake length. A further 100 m
upglacier at about 1250 m the surface had 10wered about 2.5 m, compared to an
increase in exposed stake length of 2.3 m. Measurements showed that stakes had
moved only 0.04 - 0.10 mlyear, which indicate that the glaeier is almost stagnant and
possibly frozen to the bed in this area. At higher leveIs, about 1400 Ill, a stake showed
a mean rate of displacement of about 2.3 mlyear. Measurements between 1970 and
1972 showed that the ice movement in the upper part of the glaeier above 1550 m was
c10se to 9 mlyear at the center line decreasing towards the northem limit be10w
Oksskolten (Theakstone and Knudsen, 1987).
Since 1985 no observations have been done at the glaeier, but some information about
recent changes can be provided by comparing aerial photographs taken in 1965, 1977,
1981 and 1998 by Fjellanger Widerøe AfS. Unfortunately, on the photographs from
1965 arid 1981, most of the glaeier is covered by either residual winter accumulation
or new snow. This obscures the margins, nunatak areas and supraglacial material on
the surface. In 1977 most of the glaeier is snow covered but in 1998 rather large are as
18

are snow free. Both pictures are taken dose to the mass minimum before the arrival
of the first winter snow. A direct comparison of the photographs provides rather little
information on glaeier changes. However, on the 1998 photograph some small
nunatak areas below the large nunatak at about 1500-1550 m which were visible on
the 1977 and 1981 photographs had disappeared (Fig. 4). On the 1998 photograph ice
and fim are visible in the area where the nunataks were previously present, indicating
a glaeier thickening. The medial moraine, observed on the glaeier be10w about 1450
m a.s.l. in 1970 (Theakstone et. al., 1970) and partly visible on the 1981 photograph,
was not visible in 1998 indicating accumulation of snow and ice in the area. Possibly
the construetion of digital maps from the 1981 and 1998 photographs could provide
detailed information on surface change on the glaeier during this period.

Figure 4
Charles Rabots Bre on aerial photographs taken on 12 September 1981 (Contraet No. 7118, 26) and
31 August 1998 (Contraet No. 12326, A3). On the photographs more iee is visible on the photograph
from 1998 as much .of the winter snow had melted. Between the photographs some smaller
nunataks visible in 1981 had disappeared, the medial moraine seen in 1970 is covered by firn and a
snowfan has formed at the lower end of the glaeier on the steep slope between 1020-1100 m a.s.I.
This indicates a glaeier thiekening during the period. Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe.
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3.2 Corneliussens Bre
Corneliussens Bre begins under the near-vertical eastem face of SvarttJeII, which is
almost 500 metres high. The glacier was fonnerly connected with Austre SvarttJeIIbre
to the south and Vestre Svartfjellbre to the west, but now it is almost isolated from
them. Its uppennost section is extremely steep and broken with some parts
overhanging the sIopes below. The glacier covers an area of 2.3 km2 between about
1620 m and 1000 ID. At its front it is about 800 m wide. The average slope is 1 in 8
and much of its area is crecassed. There are no marked breaks of sIope between the
foot of the backwalI, at about 1350 m, and the top of the icefalI at 1150. Hoel (1910)
mentions that the gIacier has dug itself so far into the mountainside, that it is almost
flat towards the backwaIl.
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Figure 5
The lower margin of Corneliussens Bre and the proglacial zone drawn from aerial photographs
taken in July 1965. The positions of the margin in 1965, 1977, 1984,1996 and 1998 are shown. The
glaeier has advanced almost 200 m along the margin during the last thirty years.
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In 1908 two photographs taken by Hoel (1910) showed that the tenninus was at the
crest and in one position had partly overrun a moraine ridge, which today in places is
about 30-50 m high and is situated about 800 m in front of the present margin. The
moraine ridge is usually named the 1908 moraine, although the beginning of its
formation is not known. However, it could weU be the result of positive mass balanee
conditions contemporaneous with the conditions that caused Charles Rabots Bre to
advanee between 1909 and 1911. This could indicate that Corneliussens Bre react
quickly to mass balanee changes. As both pictures are taken from a distanee the exact
position of the tenninus is difficult to see, but the broken surface and steep front
indicate that the glaeier is actively advancing. Outside the 1908 moraine, but in places
partly covered by it, is a distinet but lower moraine ridge, which probably indicates
the maximum historical extent of the glaeier during the Little lee Age (LIA) advance.
Just outside the moraine in two places there are minor grass covered ridges, which
based on radiocarbon dating indicates a glacier advanee about 1500-2000 BP
(Griffey, 1977; Griffey and Worsley, 1978; Karlen, 1979), which brought the glaeier
in places to a more advanced position than during the Little lee Age. During the
period 1908-70 no direct observations of frontal change were recorded, and inside the
1908 moraine there is little evidence of glaeier fluctuations. However, four low,
distinet moraine ridges are seen in one place, which may be evidence of winter
advances during a period of generel retreat. In this area a marked fluting is seen
indicating that the glaeier is warm-based, and sliding at the bottom.
From the aerial photographs taken in July 1965 it is possible to draw the 10wer margin
of the glaeier and the proglacial zone (Fig. 5). Corneliussens Bre receded totally 800
metres from 1908 to 1965. The differenee in glaeier area between the 1908 and 1965
positions amounts to 20 % (Knudsen and Theakstone, 1980). The tenninus in 1965
was resting on a steep rock surface strewn with morainic debris and in 1970 a small
tenninal moraine was visible in front of the middle section of the margin,
immediately in front of it. It indicates that aminor glacier advanee had taken place,
possibly shortly after the aerial photographs were taken in 1965, as no tenninal
moraine is visible just in front of the glaeier on these photographs. A direct comparison between the map showing the frontal position in 1965 and a map from 1977
drawn from terrestrial photographs show that the margin had advanced since 1975 as
a comparison between photographs taken in 1970, 1974 and 1975 showed that
changes were insignificant at the margin during that period. During 1975-79 the
glacier margin advanced between 20 m to 60 m along the margin, and the glaeier
thickness increased by 15-20 m at the position of the 1975 margin (Theakstone and
Knudsen, 1980), and during 1978-84 the glaeier advanced further (Knudsen and
Theakstone, 1997). A comparison between the aerial photographs taken in 1981 and
1998 showed that the glaeier had advanced down the previously described steep slope
and is now resting on a flat area in front of it. A small lake visible in 1996, was in
1998 partly covered by ice and almost filled with glaciofluvial sediments. Since the
advanee began in 1975 the most advanced positions of the margin are now more than
200 m in front of the 1965 position. The change in glacier margin between 1965 and
1998 is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6
Corneliussens Bre on aerial photographs taken on 8 August 1977 (Contraet No. 5575, A9) 12
September 1981 (Contra et No. 7118, 26) and 31 August 1998 (Contraet No. 12326, A4). The advance
of the margin is elearly visible, as the small lake below the steep slope where the glaeier end ed in
the 1970s is now eovered by iee and filled in with sediments. On both sides of the glaeier the iee
now has reaehed the marginal moraine. Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe.
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3.3 Austre Okstindbreen
Austre Okstindbreen covers 14 km2 • The accumulation area, part of the eastern
Okstindan ice cap, lies between 1100 and 1500 m a.s.l. It is bordered to the east and
west by mountain ranges. To the south the glacier is partly separated from smaller
glaciers descending into Stekvassdalen. From the accumulation area, the ice fiows to
the north. Between about 1200 m and 900 m, an icefall at the eastern side has an
average slope of about 18°, but the western side, also heavily crevassed, is less steep.
During most recent years, the ELA has been close to 1300 m a.s.l. Below the icefall
the glacier turns eastwards, and it presently ends in a lake at about 730 m a.s.1.
Forrnerly, the glacier had two principal outlets, seperated by the lower slopes of
Bretind, and rivers fiowed to both Kjennsvatn and Gravatn (Hoel, 1910). During the
period 1908-1970, the northem outlet retreated 500 meters whi1e the eastern outlet
retreated almost 1300 meters along transects established by Hoel in 1908.
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Figure 7
Changes of position of the margin and surface elevation (m) at Austre Okstindbreen, 1962-81.
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A photograph taken on 25 August 1908 by Hoel (1910) showed the glacier's 'eastem
outlet' resting on the flat valley bottom, where the meltwater stream from the glaeier
crossed a gravel plain in front of the southem part of the terminus. In front of the
northem part of the tongue were severai small rock knolls bearing a thin cover of
morainic material. A terminal moraine, 5-6 m high, lay close to the north-eastem
extremity of the tongue. On both valley sides, about 40-50 m higher than the ice-edge,
a clear trim line was visible. On the northem side a thin cover of morainic debris was
vi si ble, but the southem side was free of debris and the rock surface had been
polished by glacial scouring. This trim line indicates a former higher ice level which
is also marked by a well-vegetated terminal moraine about 300 m outside the 1908
position. This moraine is often named the' 1750-moraine' (Knudsen, 1987), indicating
the LIA maximum. It is composed of glacial drift representing at least two or three
glacier advances. This indicates that severai advances brought the glaeier forward to
this position. Out side this moraine remnants of an older moraine are found.
Inside the' 1750-moraine' there are two moraine ridges. The first is situated about 100
m behind the' 1750-moraine' but its exact date of formation is not known. The second
ridge is situated 200 m further behind and its position closely coincides with the
glaciers 1908-position. Observations of the frontal position of the glaeier between
1908 and 1945 showed that it was close to the 1908 position until 1921, when it had
only retreated about 27 m (Hoel, 1962). South of the present glacier river there is a 56 m high moraine ridge more than a hundred meters long and about 15-25 m wide
close to the 1908 position. The ridge was probably formed during the years 19081917, when the glaeier f1uctuated around this position. During 1921-34 no direct
observations were made, but in the area between the frontal positions of these two
years no end moraines can be traced, indicating general retreat. In this period the
retreat totalled 147 m. During the following years the glacier retreated quickly, and
between 1934 and 1944 the backrnelting totalled 300 m, reaching an annual rate of 30
m/year. In 1945 the glaeier had reached a position on the eastem shore of the more
than 200 m wide lake, which must have been formed around 1950. Then in 1945 the
observations ended before being resumed in the late 1960's. An aerial photograph
taken in luly 1962 showed that the lake, now against the glaeier terminus, was
beginning to appear and that the most advanced position of the terminus was about
530 m behind the 1944 position. This showed that the re tre at rate between 1934 and
1944 had continued during the 18-year period between 1944 and 1962. The retreat is
described in detail by a series of annual moraine ridges which date from 1952-53 and
later (Worsley, 1974b). Us ing the positions of annual moraines the retreat during the
years 1954-62 was calculated as 180 m, or 22 mlyear.
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Figure 8
Austre Okstindbreen (below about 1300 m a.s.l.) on aerial photographs taken on 12 September 1981
and 31 August 1998. The positions of the margins in 1981 and 1998 show the retreat of the lower
glaeier during the period between the photographs. Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe Contract Noo 7118,
25 (1981) and 12326, A2 (1998).

Between 1908 and 1944, the 'northem outlet' retreated 255 m measured along the
transect established by Hoel, through cairns named H.08.1 and H.08.2, which are still
found in the area. In 1908 four terminal moraines were distinguished by Hoel in front
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of the glacier east of the main meltwater stream. A 2 m high moraine was seen in
contact with the glacier in 1908, and it was probably pushed forward after 1911,
forming what Koller designated a sharp 'new' moraine ridge on a map from 1934
(Hoel, 1962). It is 20 m in front of the 1908 position and it probably formed between
1911-1918. Between 1908 and 1909 the glacier retreated 28 m. Since then the outlet
retreated down a slope, on which a fluted moraine area is easily recognised. Between
1908 and 1970 the glacier margin retreated totally 500 metres along the transect and
the northem outlet almost disappeared. Meltwater flowed from the rernnant of the
northem outlet until 1984.
The changes in ice thickness and frontal position were determined for the 19 year
period, 1962-81. The maximum retreat along the terminus was determined as 370 m,
which gives a mean value of 20 m/year. The map of surface change on the glacier
below about 1200 m a.s.l. between 1962 and 1981 showed that the values varied
between + 25 m and -62 m of ice over the period (Fig. 7). The loss was largest dose
to the terminus, and the lowest figures were found along the centre line of the glacier.
Above 1200 m a comparison showed that the contour lines were almost identical,
indicating that very little change and in places a gain had taken place. A calculation of
the ice loss below the 1200 m contour line within the 1981 margins showed a mean
value of 11.8 m w .eqv. If this figure is distributed over the entire glacier, the
cumulative specific mass balance between 1962 and 1981 is -2.2 m w.eqv .. Ifthe ice
loss within the 1962 margins is calculated this figure is increased to -2.5 m w.eqv.
(Knudsen, 1987). The total area reduction between 1962 and 1981 was 2.6 km 2 •
Between 1986 and 1996, the glacier's mass balance was measured. The cumulative
balance during this period was 1.53 m w.eqv .. The mean winter balance (b w ) was 2.27
m w.eqv. and the mean summer balance (b s ) was -2.12 m w.eqv. (Knudsen and
Haakensen, 1998). During this period, the glacier melted further back, although the
retreat was slower than earlier. A more positive mass balance could have caused this
during recent years, but whether this will cause an advance in the future remains to be
seen.
Changes in the accumulation area during 1981-1995 have been studied using
triangular irregular network digital terrain models (TIN DTM) based on the 1981 map
constructed from aerial photographs and a global positioning system (GPS) survey of
the glader in May 1995. The results showed that much of the accumulation area
between about 1250 m and 1400 m a.s.l. had increased in thickness. The comparison
showed that in the 14-year period, the glacier thickened by as much as 18 m along a
ridge running almost south-north below Okstindan which constitutes the eastem
border of the accumulation area. Meanwhile, little change, and even thinning, had
taken place dose to the mean ELA during recent years at about 1300 m a.s.l.
(Jacobsen and Theakstone, 1997).
A comparison of the aerial photographs taken in September 1981 and August 1998
shows the retreat of the glacier during this period (Fig. 8). In general the retreat was
about 200 metres along the terminus.
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3.4 Conclusions
One hundred years ago, many of the Okstindan glaciers margins were dose to their
Little lee Age (LIA) maximum position. During the twentieth century, most of the
glaciers have melted back and have become much smaller. Observations at the
margins of Austre Okstindbreen and Charles Rabots Bre showed that both glaciers
advanced between 1909 and 1911. Comeliussens Bre was probably also in a period of
marked advance. During the following years the margins were fluctuating, but
between 1921-65 the glaciers witnessed a large loss in glacier area and volurne at all
. three glaciers. During the years 1934-65 the retreat was large at Austre Okstindbreen
where the terminus melted back about 30 mlyear. At Charles Rabots Bre the change
was less marked but during the period 1921 to 1944 the retreat totalled 54 m.
Comeliussens Bre receded totally 800 metres from 1908 to 1965. Obviously a long
series of years with a negative mass balance musthave dominated. Since 1965 the
retreat has continued at Austre Okstindbreen although at a slower rate, and mass
balance measurements showed that during the period 1986-96 the glacier increased in
volurne.
Table 2
Net change in frontal position of the investigated Okstindan glaeiers. Values are given in meters.

Okstindan

Glacier
No

LIA1908

19081944

19441965

19651981

Charles Rabot Bre

648.20

-200/
-250

-70

-150

no measurable
change

Comeliussens Bre

648.19

-250

Austre Okstindbreen

649.2,3

-350

-800
-470

-630

19811998

+150/200
-370

-200

In contrast the marked advance of Comeliussens Bre during the last 20-30 years
differs from this behaviour. However as no measurements have been made of either
mass balance or ice flow it is not possible to explain its behaviour. A possible
explanation is that Comeliussens Bre became almost stagnant earlier this century,
up on the marked advance, which can be seen on the photographs taken in 1908. Then
the glacier became almost inactive as a result of a later substantialloss of ice volurne,
which also occurred on the neighbouring glacier, Charles Rabots Bre. Since the 1960s
and early 1970s, the glacier possibly grew to a size that restored the ice dynamics and
it began to advance. During recent years Charles Rabots Bre have grown in thickness,
but possibly the glacier is still frozen to the bottom and not thick enough to allow any
larger ice deformation or sliding.
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4. Svartisen area

(Liss M. Andreassen)

The Svartisen area is located between 66° and 67° N and 13° and 15° E, and is
intersected by the Arctic Circle. The area is illountaneous with peaks at 1500 - 1800
ill a.s.l., and has several glaciers. One third of the g1aciated area in northern
Scandinavia is located within this area.

Svartisen area
o

10 km

L I_ _ _ _ _ _- "

D -Dimdalsbreen, E -Engabreen,
H -Høgtuvbreen, S -Svartisheibreen,
T - Trollbergdalsbreen
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Figure 9
Map of the Svartisen glaeier eomplex with the investigated gla eiers marked.
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The area is dominated by westerly winds. The precipitation pattern shows great
variation within this region. Near the coast, the climate is maritime with high
precipitation rates, whereas the areas further east are in the rain shadow and receive
considerably less precipitation. Near the coast, the annual precipitation is between
1500 and 2000 mm.
The two ice caps of Svartisen, Vestisen in the West and Østisen in the East (Fig. 9),
are the two largest glaciers with areas of 221 and 148 km2 respectively (Østrem et.al.,
1973). The two ice caps consist of 60 glacier outlets and ranges in altitude from 10 to
1580 m a.s.l. The Svartisen area also consists of severaI smaller glaciers. All glaciers
in this area are believed to be temperate and tlms warm based. The measured
maximumice thickness on Vestisen is more than 600 m (Sætrang, 1988).
The size of the Svartisen glaciers is constant1y fluctuating. A post-glacial maximum
occurred around the middle or end of the eighteenth century as a result of the co1d
climate in the Little lee Age (Hoel and Werenskiold, 1962). Later, the glaciers
retreated, although minor advances also occurred. The decay of the glaciers was
particularly rapid from the 1930's to the 1960's (Theakstone, 1965). During the last
few decades, a few of the western outlets of Svartisen have advanced again, while
other glaciers in the Svartisen area are still retreating or are more or less in stable
positions. We have chosen to concentrate on five glaciers from the Svartisen area:
Engabreen, Dimdalsbreen, Trollbergdalsbreen, Svartisheibreen and Høgtuvbreen.

4.1 Engabreen
Engabreen is a western outlet of Vestisen (Fig. 9, 10). The glacier is 11.5 km 10ng,
covers an area of 38 km2 and ranges in altitude from 10 to 1550 m a.s.l. Engabreen is
located close to the sea and was visited by tourists and scientists relatively early. The
first scientific expeditions were performed at the end of the 19th century (Seue, 1876;
Rekstad, 1892). Since then several glaciological investigations have been carried out
on and underneath Engabreen. Annual measurements of the glaciers front position
began in 1909 and annual mass balance measurements were initiated in 1970. These
investigations are still carried out every year. There have also been special
investigations of ice thickness, glacier dynarnics, drainage system, sediment load and
investigations beneath the glacier where a specially designed tunnel system gives
access to the glacier bed beneath 200 metres of glacier ice (e.g. Sætrang, 1988;
Kennett et.al, 1993; Kohler, 1998).
Aerial photographs ofthe glacier exist from 1945, 1968, 1978, 1983, 1985 and the
1990's (Fig. 10, 11). Detailed maps of the glacier exist from the years 1968 and 1985,
and in addition the 'Gradteigskart' surveyed at the end at the 1890's are used. (See
appendices A and B for further information.)
Engabreen has undergone large changes in mass and extent, both in historic time and
during the last decades. A buried tree stump in front of Engabreen found by A.
Bergersen in 1951, was radiocarbon dated 1600 ± 100 years BP (unfortunately
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previously taken to be 350 ± 100 years BP (Liestøi , 1962)). The date suggests that
there was a phase of glacial advance early in the first millennium AD and that
Engabreen then had a similar size to the present glaeier (Worsley, 1974a). Historical
records tell that Engabreen was rapidly advancing in the 1720's and destroyed the
farm Storstenøren in 1723 (Rekstad, 1893). The glaeier then advanced further and
probably reached its LIA maximum extension some time between 1725 and 1800.
Then the glacier retreated slowly until the beginning of the 20lh century

Flgure 10
Obllque aerlal photograph of Engabreen taken 19 August, 1985. Photo: Fjellanger Widerøe AS.

when a newadvance began. The front observations and surveys of Engabreen are
shown in figures 12 and 13. A glacier lake, Engabrevatn, was formed as the glaeier
retreated further, and when the glaeier started to calve in the water in the 1930's the
retreat of the glaeier speeded up. Aerial photos from 1945 show that the glaeier had
retreated more than 2 km from its maximum extension and that it was no longer
calving into Engabrevatn. The glaeier continued to retreat until 1968. Annual front
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measurements sbow that since 1965 the glacier bas bad periods of small retreats and
advances (Fig. 12). In 1993 the glaeier began to advanee forward and botb the aerial
pboto and front position measurements in 1998 sbow that the glaeier in eamest bas
bad a net advance of about 150 metres since 1968 and is now located at the margin of
Engabrevatn (Fig. 11 and 13). The 1998 glaeier tongue is thicker and broader than the
tongue in 1945.

Figure 11
Vertical aerial photo of Engabreen taken 1st September 1998. The glaeier terminus is now located
cio se to lake Engabrevatn. Photo: Fjellanger Widerøe AS, Contract No. 12301, A2.
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Figure 12
Cumulative measured and interpolated front position of Engabreen. Only a few measurements were
made between 1941 and 1965, thus the position is interpolated. The glaeier front was in the same
position in 1999 as in the mid-1940s.
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Engabreen front fluctuations

Figure 13
Front position variations of Engabreen taken from maps (1896,1968 and 1993) and interpreted from
aerial photographs (LIA, 1945 and 1998).
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Bar graph showing winter, summer and net balanee at Engabreen in the period 1970-99. During this
period Engabreen has gained a mass surplus of nearly 23 m w.eq.
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The mass balance investigations show that Engabreen has had a large mass surplus of
nearly 23 m w.eqv. since 1970 (Fig. 14). The mean winter, summer and total net
balance for the 30-year period is 3.02, 2.26 and 0.76 m w.eqv respectively.
Only seven of the 30 years had negative mass balance. In the mid-seventies and the
nineties there were several years with a large positive net balance, caused by
increased winter balance.

4.2 Dimdalsbreen
The glacier in the valley Dimdalen, or Dimdalsbreen, is a small western outlet of
Vestisen north of Engabreen (Fig. 9). The glacier is north-facing, is 1.4 km long,
covers an area of 1.2 km2 and lies between 600 and 1200 m a.s.l. Aerial photographs
of the glacier exist from 1945, 1968, 1985 and the 1990's. Several detailed maps were
constructed from a series of aerial photographs taken in the 1990's (Kobler, 1997). No
other special investigations have been carried out on the glacier.
There are distinct end moraines 600-700 metres in front of the present glaeier, which
probably mark the post-glacial maximum extension of the glacier (LIA). Aerial
photographs from 1945 show that the glacierhad retreated 400-500 metres back from
these moraines and vertical photographs from 1968 show an additionall00 mretreat
from this position. Finally, the vertical photographs from 1998 (Fig. 15) show no
significant change in the front position from 1968. Kobler (1997) estimated that the
glacier had a retreat of 45 m from 1968 to 1997. An attempt was made to measure
front positions from the 1990's verticals, but it was difficult due to winter snow at the
glacier front in most of the pictures (Kobler, 1997). Figure 16 shows front
fluctuations of Dimdalsbreen extracted from topographical maps.

Figure 15
Dimdalsbreen 1st September 1998.
Note the lateral moraines and the
snow covered front.
Photo: Fjellanger Widerøe AS,
Contraet No. 12302, A6.
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Figure 16
Front fluctuations of Dimdalsbreen from 1895 (Gradteigskart) to 1997. The glaeier extension and the
contour lines are from the 1997-map.
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4.3 Trollbergdalsbreen
Trollbergdalsbreen is a small east-facing val1ey glaeier 10cated in Beiardalen (Fig. 9,
17). The glaeier has an area of 1.6 km2 and ranges in altitude from about 900 to 1300
m a.s.l. (Fig. 18). Mass balanee measurements have been carried out by NVE over
two periods. The first measurements begun in 1970 and 1asted for five years, then the
measurements resumed in 1990 and continued for five more years (Kjøllmoen, 1995;
1998).
Vertical aerial photographs of the glaeier exist from the years 1945, 1968 and 1985 in
addition to the 1998 photographs. The 1998 photographs were used to construet a
new digital terrain mode1 (DTM) of the glaeier for this report.
The extent of Trollbergdalsbreen has been greatly reduced since its post-glacial
maximum. The outermost end moraines lie 800-900 metres in front of the present
glaeier. Maps from 1895 and 1968 show that almost 700 metres of the retreat
happened during this 70-year period. From 1968 to 1985 the glaeier retreated an
additional 120 m, and then a further 20-30 m by 1998 (Fig. 19). Accordingly, the
glaeier front has been quite stable during the last decade.
At the end of the 1890's Trollbergdalsbreen covered an area of 3.0 km2 • This area
decreased gently in the 20th century due to the rapid recession of the glaeier tongue. In
1968 the area was 1.8 km2 and in 1998 the area was 1.6 knl, nearly half ofthe extent
100 years ago.

Figure 17
Vertical aerial photo of Trollbergdalsbreen and the two neighbouring glaeiers Hanspolsabreen and
Lappflytterbreen 1 September 1998. Photo: Fjellanger Widerøe AS, Contract No. 12300, A3.
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DTMs of the glacier were used to calculate the volurne change between 1968 and
1998. The result is shown in figure 20. During this period the glacier had an avareage
loss of 12 ± 2 m w.eqv., or expressed in volurne, a total loss of21.6 ± 3.6 mill m 3 •
The average annualloss has been 0.4 m w.eqv. The mass balance records cover 11 of
the years in this 30-year period. The recordings show a total mass deficit of 5.0
w.eqv. (Fig. 21). The first period ofmeasurements, 1970-75, was the most negative
with a cumu1ative mass loss of -4 m w.eqv. or -0.66 m w.eqv. per year. The second
period, 1990-94, had a cumulative net balance of -1.0 m w.eqv. or -0.20 m w.eqv. per
year. Thus, Trollbergdalsbreen is still losing mass in the 1990's, but at a much smaller
rate than in the 1970's. This may exp1ain the slower retreat of the glacier front from
1985 to 1998 as previous1y mentioned.
The two neighbouring glaciers of Trollbergdalsbreen, Hanspo1sabreen and
Lappflyterbreen, have been briefly studied (Fig. 17). Hanspo1sabreen (also cal1ed
Fonnelvbreen) in the north has retreated 1 km since the litt1e lee Age maximum, and
only 100 m of this retreat occurred between 1968 and 1998. The northern part of
Lappflyterbreen has had an even greater retreat 1.5 km since the LIA maximum and
almost 400-500 m ofthis occurred from 1968 to 1998. Thus, the smallest glacier of
these three has had the strongest retreat.
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4.4 Svartisheibreen
Svartisheibreen is located southwest of the Svartisen ice cap (Fig. 9). The glacier is
south-facing, covers an area of 5.5 km2 and ranges in altitude from 770 to 1530 m
a.s.l. The glacier front calves into lake Heiavatn (Fig. 22). Severai investigations of
the glacier were carried out in the years 1988-94 in connection with a planned power
plant development. Measurements of mass balance, front position and leve1 of the
glacier surface were carried out each year. In addition, ice thickness was mapped in
1990 (Kjøllmoen and Kennett, 1995). In 1989 and 1991, lake outbursts occurred
beneath the glacier (Kennett et. al. , 1997). Since 1995 the monitoring programme has
been reduced to observations of equilibrium line altitude (ELA) and of lake 1eve1 in
Heiavatn.
Vertical aerial photographs of the glacier exist for 1945,1968,1985,1995 and 1998.
Topgraphica1 maps exist from the years 1896, 1968,1985 and 1995 (App. B). The
glacier outlines from 1896, 1968 and 1995 are shown in Figure 23. An aerial
photograph of the glacier in 1945 show that the glacier covered the who1e lake, with
only some small ponds visible at the glacier edges. From 1945 to 1968 there was only
aminor retreat of the glacier. In 1968 the area of the lake was 0.04 km2 , and from
1968 to 1985 the glacier started to retreat rapidly and large parts ofthe lake appeared.
The area of the lake in 1985 was 0.24 km2 . Records offront position show glacier
retreat up to 1992, then the retreat stopped, probably due to the large surp1us of mass
since 1989. The glacier front retreated slighly in 1999 and the surface area of
Heiavatnet is again increasing (Elvehøy , 2000).

Figure 22
Svartisheibreen is calving
into lake Heiavatn.
Vertical aerial photo taken
1st September 1998.
Photo: Fjellanger Widerøe
AS, Contract No. 12303,
A2.

Annua1 mass balanee measurements carried out from 1988 to 1994 showed that
Svartisheibreen had a 'cumulative mass surplus of 3.8 m w.eqv. or a mean net balance
of 0.55 m w.eqv. (Fig. 24). Mass balance for the period 1970-1999 was calculated
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using a linear regression model based on ELA and net balanee on Svartisheibreen and
net balanee on Engabreen (Elvehøy, 2000). The cumu1ative net balanee was 11.7 m
W .eqv., about half of the cumulative surplus in net balanee measured at Engabreen in
the same period (see sestion 4.1). However, there are indications that the net balanee
measured and estimated at Svartisheibreen may have been overestimated (Elvehøy,
2000). A comparison of the 1985 and 1995 map shows that Svartisheibreen had a
mass surplus of 2.3 m w.eqv., while the estimated and measured cumulative mass
balanee in this period is 5.5 m w.eqv. Also, the increased surface area of Heiavatnet
mentioned indicates a thinning rather than a thickening of the glaeier.

Svartisheibreen front fluctuations
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Figure 23
Front fluctuations of Svartisheibreen extracted from maps from 1896, 1968 and 1995.
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Annual and cumulative net balanee of Svartisheibreen in the period 1988-94. The glaeier had a
cumulative net balanee of 5.5 m w.eqv. during this period, and a mean balanee of 0.55 m w.eqv.
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4.5 Høgtuvbreen
Høgtuvbreen is a glacier complex south of Svartisen (Fig. 9). østrem et.al. (1973)
divided the glacier into three parts: northem, mid and southem Høgtuvbreen,
comprising nine glacier units with a total area of 16 km2. The glacier units range in
altitude from 650 to 1250 m a.s.l. A mass balance program was carried out in the
1970s on parts of northem Høgtuvbreen. To our knowledge no other glaciological
investigations have been carried out on the Høgtuvbreen complex.
Vertical aerial photos of the glacier exist from the years 1945, 1962, 1972, 1993 and
1998. A detailed map of part of northem Høgtuvbreen was made from the 1972
verticals (Fig. 25 and 26, app A and B).

Northern Høgtuvbreen
The large outlet from northem Høgtuvbreen is the only glacier we have studied in
detail from the Høgtuvbreen glacier complex (Fig. 9). 1his east-faced outlet is a
typical valley glaeier and had a 1ength of2.3 km and an area of 2.6 km2 in 1972. Mass
balance investigations began in 1971 and measurements were carried out annually up
to 1977. In this period, the glacier had a slightly positive cumulative net balanee of
0.3 m w.eqv. (Fig. 27).
The outermost moraines at 2.4 km in front of the present glacier are assumed to
indicate the post-g1acial maximum extent. Vertica1s in 1945 show that the glacierhad
receded 1.1 km from this position, and in 1962 the glacier had receded further 300
metres. Ten years later, in 1972, a small lake had appeared at the glacier front that
was not seen in 1962 (Fig. 25), and the glacier had receded another 300 metres. Then,
in 1998, the who1e lake was revea1ed and the glacier has retreated further up the
valley, a total retreat of 700 metres. Verticals and tield observations from 1998 show
a thin and apparently inactive glacier. The lower part of the tongue seems to be cut off
by bedrock. The 1ength of the glacier is reduced by one third of its total1ength since
1945.

Other outlets
None of the other outlets from Høgtuvbreen have been studied in detail, but the
assumed LIA maximum extents were found at six other outlets. The glaciers have
retreated between 0.7 and 2.0 km since their maximum extension. Since 1972 the
glaciers have been rather stable and no signiticant retreats or advances were found.
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Figure 25
Verticals of part of Høgtuvbreen in 1962, 1972 and 1998. The reduced length of the glacier and the
revealing of a lake show the large retreat in this period. In 1962 there is no lake at the front. In 1972
parts of a glacier lake appears, and in 1998 the whole lake is revealed. The glacier has had a total
retreat of 1 km in this period. The lower part of the tongue seems to be cut off by bedrock (arrow).
All photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS. Contract No 1322, C9 (1962), 4079, 04 (1972) and 12301 , B3
(1998).
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Høgtuvbreen front fluctuations
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Figure 26
Front fluetuations of Høgtuvbreen extraeted from maps (1972) and interpreted from vertleal aerial
photographs. The glaeier extension and eontour lines are from the 1972 map.
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Winter, summer and net balanee at Høgtuvbreen during the period 1971-71. The eumulative net
balanee was slightly positive, 0.3 m w.eqv., during thls period.
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4.6 Conclusions
Five outIets of Svartisen with different exposure, geometry and size have been
investigated. The net change in frontal retreat is shown in TabIe 3. All glaeiers were
significantly reduced from their LIA maximum extension and up to the 196Os. Since
then they have behaved differently. The west-faced large outlet Engabreen has gained
a large mass surplus and advanced during the last 30 years. The glaeier has an active,
steep front and is still in a state of advance. The small er south-faced glaeier
Svartisheibreen in the south has also had a net mass surplus during the last few
decades, but its calving front is still in a state of retreat. The even small er northexposed Dimdalsbreen has had a net retreat the last 30 years, but has advanced during
the 1990s. Both the area and volurne of the east-orientated Trollbergdalsbreen has
decreased, but the rate of thinning and retreat has been slower since 1985. The glaeier
Høgtuvbreen has experienced astrong mass loss and length reduction during the same
period. The glaeier seems inactive, in contrast to the advancing Engabreen.
The investigations show that there have been large variations in glaeier behaviour
during recent decades. The reason for this behaviour is compIex and is not c1early
understood.
Table3
Net change in frontal position (m) of the investigated glaeiers in the Svartisen area. The accuracy is
in the order of ±1 O-50 m.

Glader

Glader No. LIA-1890s

1890s-1945

1945-1968

1968-1998

Engabreen

670.11

-700

-1400

-300

+150

Di mdalsbreen

670.6

Retreat

-500

-100

-50

Trollbergdalsbreen

685.7

Retreat

-700

-150

Lappt1yterbreen

685.6

Retreat

-1000

-500

Fonnelvbreen

685.8

Retreat

-900

-100

Svartisheibreen

655.9

Retreat

Høgtuvbreen

655.7

1

Høgtuvbreen.

penod~

-200-400
-1100

Minor change -0-200
7001

-6001

1945-1972 and 1972-1998.
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5. Blåmannsisen

(LissM. Andreassen)

The ice cap Blåmannsisen is located north of Sulitjelma in Nordland county at 67°15'
N and 16°05' E. Blåmannsisen is Norways tifth largest glaeier and cover an area of 87
km2 (1961). The glaeier ranges in altitude from 810 to 1560 m a.s.l., and can be
divided into 17 glaeier units (Østrem et. al. , 1973). The glaeier is in Norway, but half
of the glaeier drains to Sweden (Fig. 28). This glaeier is not very weU known, and
there have been no known investigations of mass balanee or front fluctuations. In
1990 ice thickness and drainage divides were mapped by NVE (Kennett, 1990).

Blåmannsisen area
oLI_ _ _ _----'1Skm

Sweden

Figure 28
Map of the Blåmannsisen area. The glaeier inventory numbers (water gage no are not included, see
table 4 for full numbers) are given for some of the outlets.
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These measurements showed a maximum ice thickness of 470 metres and an average
thickness of about 160 m. The thickest ice masses were found in the northem parts of
the glacier. Blåmannsisen has a quite undulating subglacial topography. Ca\culations
of the ice drainage divide differed significantly from the water divide of
Blåmannsisen (Kennett, 1990).
None of the outlets of Blåmannsisen have official names, so we therefore use the
numbers from the glacier in ven tory (Østrem et.al., 1973).
Vertical aerial photographs of the glacier exist from the years 1961, 1971, 1977,
1985, 1994 and 1998. In addition we have used the old map Gradteigskart from 1910
(Fig. 29) and the topographical map (1:50 000) made from 1977-photos (southem
part) and 1985-photos (northem part). (App. A).

Figure 29
Mapof
Blåmannsisen at the
scale 1: 100 000 (the
so-called
'Gradtelgskart'). The
map shows the
glaelers extent at
the beglnnlng of the
20th century
(publlshed In 1910).
Notlee the posltlon
of glaelers 698.9 and
709.22 (9 and 22,
Flg. 28).

The assumed post-glacial maximum was found at four out of the 12 glaeier units
draining to Norway, and also at the largest unit draining to Sweden. The glaeiers have
retreated between 0.5 and 1.0 km since their LIA maximum extension.

5.1 Western outlets
The major outlet from the western part of Blåmannsisen is glaeier 698.9 in the
inventory (Fig.28, 30). This glacier ranges in altitude from 810 to 1500 m a.s.l., is
about 5 km long and covers an area of 15 km 2 (Østrem et. al. , 1973). The study of the
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aerial photographs and maps show that this glaeier has advanced about 0.25 km from
1961 to 1998, about half ofthis advance occurring before 19',7 (Fig. 31). The aerial
photographs from 1998 show that the glaeier had advanced into a small lake (Fig. 30).
The present glaeier lies in almost the same position it had at the beginning of the
century at the 'Gradteigskart' (Fig. 29). The neighbouring glaeier to the south, 698.10,
has had a comp1etely different behaviour and has retreated about 0.4 km during the
same period (1961-98). The neighbouring glaeier north of 698.9,698.7, has on the
other hand had no noticeable changes during this almost 40-year period.

Figure 30
Vertical photo of glaeier 698.9, a western outlet of Blåmannsisen, in 1961 and 1998. This glaeier has
advanced about 250 m between the time of the photos. Notice the lake in the front of the glaeier
(arrows). ln 1998 the glaeier has advanced into the small lake. Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS.
Contract No 1213, E7 (1961) and 12328, A3 (1998).

Blåmannsisen glader 698.9 front fluctuations

~~0TITIl0~

Figure 31
Front fluctuations
of glaeier 698.9
extracted f rom
verti cal aerial
photographs f rom
1961 and 1998 and
map from 1971.
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5.2 Northern outlets
The largest and most dominant outlet ofnorthem Blåmannsisen is glacier 709.22
(Fig. 28). This glacier rang ed in altitude from 870 to 1500 m a.s.l., was 5.8 km long
and had an area of 4.2 km2 in 1961 (Østrem et.al., 1973). The aerial photos and maps
show that the glacier retreated 0.2 km from 1961 to 1985, and that the glacier's front
has been stable since then (Fig. 32). Looking at the old 'Gradteigskart' (Fig. 29) and
the outermost moraines (assumed to indicate the LIA maximum extension) it's clear
that the glacier has had a strong retreat in this century of approximately 1. O km.
Accordingly, the largest retreat of this glaeier happened between 1900 and 1960 when
the glacier retreated about 0.8 km.
West of glacier 709.22 we find the small north-facing glacier 709.25, almost cut off
from the rest of the ice plateaux by a mountain ridge (Fig. 28). This glacier was only
1.5 km long, had an area of 1.1 km2 and rang ed in altitude from 930 to 1530 m a.s.l.
in 1961 (Østrem et.al., 1973). Investigations of the photos and maps show that the
glacier has had a total retreat of 0.7 km during the period 1961 to 1998, a relatively
large decrease in both length and area considering its small size. The glacier retreated
rapidly between 1961 and 1971, a total of 0.4 km, then another 0.2 km between 1971
and 1985, and finally 0.1 km from 1985 to 1998.

Blåmannsisen glacter 709.22 front fluctuations
LIA
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Figure 32
Front fluctuations of glaeier 709.22 extracted from vertical aerial photographs from 1961 and 1998,
and map from 1985.
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5.3 Eastern outlets
Three eastern outlets of Blåmannsisen have been briefly studied. Water from this part
of the icecap drains to Sweden (Ken nett, 1990).
The north-east facing glaeier 713.41, which calves into Messingmalmvatn (water
1051 at Fig. 28), has retreated about 0.2 km from 1961 to 1985, and there was no
noticeable change in front position from 1985 to 1998. The neighbouring glacier,
glacier 713.36, has during the same period (1961-98) retreated about 0.15 km and a
small lake has appeared in front of the glaeier. At all the eastern glaeiers there seems
to be no noticeable change in glaeier front position between 1985 and 1998.

5.4 Conclusions
Generall y; the studies of Blåmannsisen show that during the period 1961 to 1998
western outlets have been advancing or have been stable, while the northern outlets
have been in a state ofretreat, especially from 1961 to 1985. The eastern outlets have
also retreated from 1961 to 1998, but only a small part of this retreat has occurred
since 1985.
Table 4
Net change (m) in frontal position of the investigated outlets from Blåmannsisen. The accuracy is in
the order of ± 50 m.

1961-1977

Glaeier name

Glaeier No LIA-1961

Blåmannsisen, West

698.7

-

No noticeable change

Blåmannsisen, West

698.9

-

+150

Blåmannsisen, West

698.10

-

Glaeier name

Glaeier No LIA-1961

1961-1985

1985-1998

Blåmannsisen, North

709.22

-800

-200

No change

Blåmannsisen, North

709.25

-

-600

-100

Blåmannsisen, East

713.32

-500

Blåmannsisen, East

713.36

-

-150

Blåmannsisen, East

713.41

-

-200
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1977-1998

1+ 100
-400

-

No change

6. Skjomen

(BjarneKjøllmoen)

The Skjomen area is located south-east of Narvik in Nordland County between 68°00'
and 68°20' N, and between 16°45' and 18°10' E. This region has a predominantly
glacially eroded landscape with many cirque and some valley glaciers. Most of the
glaciers in the region are located in the central part, from Frostisen in the west to
Riukojietna (in Sweden) in the east (Fig. 33). The area comprises a number of glacier
units covering ca. 150 km2 in all. Some of the glacier units are situated in Norway,
but drain to Sweden. Frostisen and Gi--e-åkka are the two largest glaciers in the area,
both ca. 25 km 2 . These two plateau glaciers are located on the main water divide, but
are entirety situated in Norway.
In the 1960s NVE carried out mass balance measurements at three glaciers in the
area, Storsteinsfjellbreen (1964-68), Blåisen (1963-68) and Cainhavarre (1965-68)
(KjØllmoen and østrem 1997). The measurements at Storsteinsfjellbreen were
resumed in 1991 and terminated in 1995 (see Appendix D).

Skjomen
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Figure 33
Map showing the glaeier areas in Skjomen.
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6.1 Frostisen
Frostisen is situated at the western side of Skjomenfjorden at the boundary between
the mullidpalities Ballangen and Narvik. The glader is composed of 10 glader ullits
covering a total area of ca. 25 km 2, of which about 30 % drains to Norway and 70 %
to Sweden. Frostisen is the fifth largest glader in northern Norway. As with most of
the plateau glaciers, Frostisen also lies on an apparently smooth mountain plateau at
high level. It ranges from ca. 1700 m a.s.1. down to ca. 850 m a.s.1.
There have been no major glaciological studies at Frostisen in the past, so there is
little knowledge about the glader. Except for the topographic map series "N50" from
the Norwegian Mapping Authority, there is no detail ed g1acier map. Vertica1 air
photographs exist from 20 September 1945, 22 August 1961, 19 August 1985 and 1
September 1998 (see Appendix).
Maximum extensions since litt1e ice age (LIA) are found at eight of ten outlets from
the air photographs. At most outlets much of the retreat occurred before 1945. It also
looks as if all the glacier outlets have retreated since 1945. The north-oriented outlet,
No. 740.2 in The Glacier Inventory (Østrem et.al.), calving into lake Cap'pesjavri
(735 m a.s.1.) has the greatest retreat with about 800 ill during the last 53 years. In
1945 the glader covered this lake comp1etely. A west-oriented outlet, No. 9.22, at the
north-west side of the glacier has retreated approx. 600 m in the period from
maximum extension to 1945, and a further 600 m from 1945 to 1998. Photographs
from 1961 and 1998 (Fig. 34) showaretreat of 400-500 m during this 37-year period.

Figure 34
Air photos showing the west-oriented outlet (No. 9.22) at the north-west side of Frostisen. The
photos were taken on 22 nd August 1961(Contract No. 2217, J2) and 1st September 1998 (Contract
No. 12304, A2). During this period the glaeier outlet bottom lett (white arrows) retreated 400-500
metres (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS).
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6.2 Storsteinsfjellbreen
Storsteinsfjellbreen is situated about 25 km east of Skjomen (Fig. 33) in Narvik
municipality. The glacier is strict1y composed of a number of glacier units, but here
mainly the southernmost part of the glacier (No. 738.11 in The Glacier Inventory)
complex is discussed. This part drains south-eastward to the Skjomen water course.
The glacier is clear1y defined all over except in the north-east, where it adjoins
directly to another glacier. It is a typically continental glacier, 1ying in an area with a
dry and coo1 climate. The accumulation area of the glacier is beneath the highest
summit of Storsteinsfjellet (1893 m a.s.1.). The glacier is about 5 km in length with an
area of 5.9 km2 (1993), and ranges from 1850 m a.sol. down to 970 m asol. About
70 % of the glacier area lies between 1200 and 1500 m a.s.l. (Fig. 35).
Area distribution curve
Storsteinsfjellbreen 1993
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1700
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u;

ro 1500

EFigure 35
Height- area distribution at
Storsteinsfjellbreen (No. 738.11) in
1993. About 70 % of the area He
between 1200 and 1500 m a.s.l. The
mass balanee measurements from the
1960s and 1990s show that the
equilibrium line altitude (ELA) is
approx. 1300 m a.s.l.
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The surface of the glacier has been mapped based on air photos from 18 th September
1960 and 10th September 1993. Air photos taken on 24th August 1964, 15 th August
1978, 19th August 1985 and 1st September 1998 also exist (see Appendix). Photos
from 1960, 1985 and 1998 are shown in Figure 36.
Storsteinsfjellbreen is included in the catchment area of the Skjomen power plant
system. Thus mass balanee studies were carried out initial1y during one 5-year period
(1964-68), and also later during another 5-year period (1991-95) (Kjøllmoen &
østrem 1997). Results from these measurements are shown in Figure 37. Based on a
map comparison a calcu1ation of net balance between 1960 and 1993 has been made.
A map showing the e1evation changes is shown in Figure 38.
The annua1 mass balance measurements showaslight surp1us in the first period
(1964-68) and an accumu1ated surp1us of 2.3 m water equivalent (m w.eqv.) during
the second period (1991-95).
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Figure 36
Air photos showing Storsteinsfjellbreen
18'" September 1960 (Contract No. 2180,
L 10),19'" August 1985 (Contract No. 8712,
A3) and l" September 1998 (Contract No.
12305, A2). During the period from 1960
to 1998 the glaeier (No. 738.11) receded
nearly 400 metres. Notice the moraine
ridge (white arrows) in front of the glaeier
snout (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS).

During the period from maximum extension to 1998 the glacier (No. 738.11) had a
retreat of ca. 1.3 km. Air photos from 1960 and 1998 showaretreat of nearly 400
metres during thcse 38 years. The bulk ofthis retreat occurred bctween 1960 and
1985. During the period 1993-98 there is visible retreat at the eastern side of the
glacier tongue, and only small changes elsewhere. The map studies based on photos
from 1960 and 1993 show shrinkage of the glacial area from 6.2 to 5.9 km 2 during
this period. The calculations showa volume deficit of approx. 16Y2 mill. m 3 of water,
which amounts to about -2.7 m w.eqv. Accordingly, the annual net balance during the
period 1960-93 is about -O.l m w.eqv. Even though the glacier has diminished in both
extension and volume during this 35-year period, the map studies show an increasing
glacier thickness in the upper areas (above 1400 m a.s.1.). On the other hand, down at
the snout the glacier surface has lowered more than 60 metres.
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Storsteinsfjellbreen mass balance
1964-68 and 1991-95
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Mass balanee for Storsteinsfjellbreen during the perlods 1964-68 and 1991-95. The aeeumulated
surplus for the two perlods was 0.3 and 2.3 m w.eqv., respectlvely.
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Other outlets
Maximum extension at four other outlets (Fig. 36) of the Storsteinst]ellbreen complex
are found. Before 1960 the northern outlets have mclted back more than the southern.
After 1960 the situation is opposite, the southern outlets have receded most in tbis
period. The north oriented outlets No. 738.15 and 738.16, and the south oriented
outlet No. 738.8 (Fig. 36) have receded about 1100 m since the LIA.

6.3 Riukojietna
Riukojietna is a small ice cap 10cated about 15 km south of Storsteinsfjellbreen on the
Swedish-Norwegian border. The glacier is approx. 3.2 km in length and covers an
area of ca. 4.6 km 2 (1978). The height interval ranges from about 1450 m a.s.l. down
to about 1150 m a.s.l. About half of tbis glacier is built up by so-called
"superimposed ice" with hardly any movement. The other half is an ordinary glacier
moving eastwards.
The Geograpbica1 Institute at the University of Stockholm ha.,> carried out ma.,>s
halance measurements on Riukojietna (No. 1.17) since 1986. Glacier maps based on
air photos taken on 19 th September 1960 and 15 th August 1978 are constructed and
printed together in one map sheet. In addition, air photos from 5 th July 1994 and
1st September 1998 exist (see Appendix). Figure 39 shows photos from 1960 and
1998.

Figure 39
Vertical air photos taken 19'" September 1960 (Contract No. 2180, P8) and 1s1 September 1998
(Contract No. 12306, A2). Up to the beginning of the 1970s the eastern glaeier front (No. 1.17 in The
Glaeier Inventory) reached down to a small lake (white arrows). In 1998 this glaeier front lay approxo
300 m above the lake (Photos by Fjellanger Widerøe AS).

Maximum extension is found at two outlets (No. 1.17 and 738.33 in The Glacier
lnventory) (Fig. 39). The north oriented outlet (No. 738.33) has melted back about
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500 m since the LIA. Until the beginning of the 1970s, the eastem glacier front (No.
1.17) reached the small lake lying in front of the glacier (Fig. 39). Because of the
recession bedrock obstacles were uncovered which later cut off the tongue. The last
remnants of ice by the lake melted around 1980. In 1998 the glacier front was about
300 m from the lake. Thus, this part of the glacier retreated ca. 500 m during the
period 1960-98. Most ofthis retreat occurred between 1960 and 1978 (Fig. 41). Mass
balance measurements during the period 1986-98 showaslight deficit in net balance
(Klingbjer 1998), which means a continued slight retreat of the front. The mass
balance results are shown in Figure 40.

Riukojietna mass balance 1986-98
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Figure 40
Mass balance resuIts at Riukojietna during the period 1986-97. Only net balance was measured in
1989. Cumulative net balance during the period is -0.7 m w.eqv. Data from University of Stockholm
(Klingbjer 1998).
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Figure 41
Changes in front position and extension for Riukojietna during the period 1960-78.
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6.4 Blåisen by Sildvikvatnet
Blåisen is located about 20 km south-east of Narvik (Fig. 1, 33). This glacier
comprises three glaciers with separate moraine systems. The southernmost glacier
(No. 742.11 in The Glacier Inventory) here is discussed as Blåisen. Its area is approx.
2 km2, ranging from about 1200 m a.s.l. down to about 800 m a.s.l. It lies in a cirque
facing north-east and drains to the regulation reservoir Sildvikvatnet (654 m a.s.l.).
As a part of the glacio-hydrologic measurements performed in the Skjomen area
during the 1960s, mass balance was measured on Blåisen in the period 1963-68
(Østrem & Liestøl 1964). In addition to air photos from 1964 (21 st July, 11 th August,
12th August and 24th August), vertical air photos exist from 20th August 1958, 1977
(unknown date) and 1st September 1998 (see Appendix).
During the period from the LIA maximum extension to 1998, the glacier front
receded about 700 m, of which ca. 500 m occured before 1958. From 1958 to 1964
there is no significant change, while there was about 200 m of retreat in the period
from 1964 to 1998 (Fig. 42). Between 1964 (map) and 1977 (air photos) a little
glacier-dammed lake appeared in the northem part of the glacier front. The photos
from 1998 indicate a further retreat of the glacier front and that the lake drained at
sometime.
Mass balance measurements from the 1960s show a slight deficit in net balance
amounting to -0.6 m w.eqv. during a six years period (Fig. 43).

Figure 42
Blåisen (No. 742.11 and 742.12 in The Glacier Inventory) photographed on 20th August 1958
(Contract No. 2020, C3) and 1st September 1998 (Contract No. 12307, A2). During this period the
southern part ofthe glacier (742.11) receded approx. 200 m. The northern part (742.12) melted back
about 100 m in the same period. (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS).
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the neighbouring glacier (No. 742.11). Overall however, the surface elevation has
decreased and accordingly, the ice volume is reduced. The lower part of the glacier
surface is covered by moraine gravel.

Blåisen mass balanee 1963-68
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Figure 43
Mass balance for Blåisen (No. 742.11) during the period 1963-68. The results show a deficit of
0.6 m w.eqv. for these six years.

6.5 Conclusions
Four ice caps in the Skjomen area have been investigated. During the last century, all
these glaciers have melted back and become smaller.
A north-oriented outlet (No. 740.2) ofFrostisen had a retreat of about 800 m during
the period 1945-98. A west-oriented outlet (No. 9.22) ofthis ice cap had a total
recession of approx. 1200 m in the period from maximum extension (LIA) to 1998.
Half ofthis retreat has occured since 1945.
The maximum extension is found at five outlets of the Storsteinsfjellbreen complex.
GeneralI y the outlets in north melted back more than the southem until 1960. After
1960 the southem outlets receded most. Total recession at two of the northem outlets
(No. 738.12 and 738.15) and the southern outlet (No. 738.8) is about l km. The
south-oriented part (No. 738.11) had a total recession of approx. 1300 m during the
period from LIA to 1998. Map studies showa shrinkage in both area and volurne
during the period 1960-93. The mass of ice loss was approx. 16 mill. m 3 of water and
the area was reduced from 6.2 to 5.9 km 2. The front has receded about 390 m during
the same period.
The east-facing part (No. 1.17) of the small ice cap Riukojietna had a retreat in front
position of about 500 m during the period 1960-98. Most ofthis recession (400 m)
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occured between 1960 and 1978. The north oriented outlet (No. 783.33) have receded
about 500 m since the maximum extension.
The maximum extension is found at two northeast oriented glaeiers of the Blåisen
complex. The southem part (No. 742.11) had a front recession of 700 m from LIA to
1998. Most of this (500 m) occured before 1958. The northem part receded only
200 m in the same period, but overall, the surface elevation was lowered.

Table 5

Net change in frontal retreat (m) of the investigated glaeiers in Skjomen.

i 1945-ca. 1960 ica. 1960-1978 i

Skjomen

No

LIA-1945

Frostisen

200

Frostisen

740.2
740.3

Frostisen

9.22

600

Storsteinsfjellbreen

600
900

Storsteinsfjellbreen

738.8
738.11
738.12

Storsteinsfjellbreen

738.15

900

200

738.16

O

Storsteinsfjellbreen

800
700

I

~ill~()ji~tna .

738.33

Blåisen

742.11
742.12

500
100

Riukojietna

Blåisen
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, 1.17

200

100

i

300

400
200

200

600
1100
400
200

Isfjellbreen

f

1978-1998

400
100

100
200
200
100

7. LYn gen

(Brian Whal1ey and Bjarne KjØlImoen)

The region is situated in Troms County and is located between 69°15' and 70°00' N,
and between 19°30' and 20°10' E. Most of the glaciers are situated on the Lyngen
Peninsu1a (Lyngshalvøya) between Ullsfjorden and Lyngenfjorden. The area is
composed of a number of glacier units covering a total of ca. 150 km2 • LyngshalvØya
is a mountain region inc1uding summits above 1800 m a.s.1. and is characterized by
glaciation. 14 of the 161argest glaciers are valley glaciers, and the most extensive
glaciers at Lyngshalvøya are Sydbreen (ca. 9 km2) and Strupbreen (ca. 8~ km2).

Lyngen area
o,'-----',Skm
Bf -Bredalsfjellet
Bl -Blaaisen
F -Fauldalsbreen
Fu -Fugldalsbreen
J -Jiehkkevarri

M -Midtbreen
B -Balggesvarri
Fl -"Flutes glacier"
R -Rypdalsbreen
S -Steindalsbreen

Figure 44
Overview of the Lyngen area.
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The mountains of the southem Lyngen peninsula support a range of small plateau ice
caps, corries and valley glaciers (Fig. 44). Mean annual precipitation in the area is ca.
700 mm, with the glaciation level rising from 1200 to 1300 m a.s.l. south-eastwards
across the peninsula (Østrem et al., 1973). Two major plate au areas support iceJiehkkevam (1833 m) and Balggesvam (1625 m). These high, cold-based glaciers
support a number of outlet glaciers which descend to around 400 m a.s.l.
Additionally, there are a number of lower plateau surfaces (Bredalsfjellet, Rundfjellet
and Daltinden) on which ice is either rapidly wasting away or has vanished
altogether.
Information on these glaciers is available from a variety of sources. Climbers in the
late 1890s and early 1900s provided some of the first descriptions, photographs and
sketches; these can be compared to modem glacier limits to show changes in glacier
extents over the past 100 years (Gellatly et al., 1986; Whalley et al., 1989).
Expeditions have taken place since the 1950s, with most work being done in the last
20 years (Whalley et al., 1981, 1989 and 1994; Gordon et al., 1987, 1988 and 1995).
Information is taken from the Norges Geografiske Oppmåling (NGO) 1:50,000
contour maps, field checked in 1953 and published in 1957, and numerous aerial
photographs taken since the 1950s. Mass balance measurements were not inc1uded in
the investigations.

7.1 Balggesvarri
Balggesvam is a sloping plateau remnant formed of gabbro bedrock and surrounded
on all sides by precipitous c1iffs (Fig. 45). It supports a small plateau ice cap 0.7 km2
in area and about 60 m thick, which rises to an altitude of 1625 m a.s.l. On the west
side of the plateau the lowest part of the glacier perimeter is at ca. 1470 m and on the
east side is at 1550 m a.s.l. (Gordon et al., 1995, Fig. 46). Four thin ice tongues
draining from the ice cap plunge over the c1iff edge (Whalley et al., 1981) and feed
glaciers of various sizes to the north and south of the plateau. The narrow ice-free
blockfield, which is up to 100 m wide, extends discontinuously between the ice cap
and the plateau edge (Fig. 46). Whalley et al. (1981) has describedhow this ice-free
ground is covered by blockfields, frequently sorted into stone circ1es (some of which
tilted towards the ice) and lobes. These previously formed under periglacial
conditions at the gIacier perimeter, the ice cap then grew and overran the circ1es
causing deformation at some stage.
A map of BaIggesvårri was produced by a survey carried out by members of the
British Schools Exploring Society (BSES) in 1979. Observations that were made
revealed that the margin of the ice cap is frozen to the underlying blockfield and that
no debris is entrained in the basal ice layers (Gellatlyet al., 1988 and Whalley et al.,
1981). Gellatly et al. (1988) describe how the blockfields appear to be no more than
3-4 m thick over the plateau bedrock, with no evidence of striations or ice
sculpturing. This suggests that the glacier is not sliding at present and has not done so
since before any Neoglacial advance. The ice cap is therefore thought to be coIdbased, in contrast to other north Norwegian ice caps e.g. Øksfjordjøkelen. Gordon et
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al. (1988) supported these observations using stable isotope analysis, demonstrating
the ice has not undergone melting-refreezing processes and that the ice cap is cold
based.

Figure 45
Balggesvarri in July 1999
with the ice input into
Sydbreen shown in the
middle of the photograph.
The main body of the ice
is behind the skyline
(Photo: Williams, 1999)

BALGESVARRI 1979
Latitude 68- 26' 08-.1 North

l.ongltude tg- S2' 08-.1 East

Figure 46
. - - - Line of surveyed profile

1984.1989

Map of Bålggesvarri
produced by a British
Schools Exploring Society
Expedition (BSES, 1979).
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Historical information
Gellatly et al. (1986), using photographic records, have shown how there appears to
have been little change in the extent of the summit glaeiers over the past 80 years.
Elizabeth Main (Mrs Le Blond) visited the Lyngen area in 1898, recording her climbs
in the Alpine Club Journal. In her book Mountaineering in the land of the Midnight
Sun' (Le Blond, 1908), she inc1uded a number of photographs, some of which have
been retaken. Two such photographs taken in 1898 and 1984, show there has been
little change in glaeier extent over the last 80 years (Fig. 47). The photographs were
taken from approximately 538023 (Map 1633 IV, Storfjord 1:50,000), looking northeast, with the ice dome and promenade (the strip of blockfield at the edge ofthe
plateau from which ice has retreated) being visible in both.
Comparison of the ice margins on aerial photographs taken in 1956 and 1979
generally shows no appreciable changes in ice extent (Gordon et al., 1995), although
along the lower and thinner western margin localised recession of narrow ice tongues
has been estimated at approx. lO-IS m. There has undoubtedly been a thinning of the
ice dome, as suggested by the thinning of outlet glaeiers (Fig. 47) and a general
retreat from the Little lee Age maximum moraines, but it has not been possible to
estimate this.

Figure 47
Northern outflow from the summit iee of Balggesvarri with Jiehkkevarri in the left baekground taken
from Little Balggesvarri in 1898 and 1984.

Surface profile
BaIggesvarri ice cap was surveyed by British Schools Exploring Society (BSES)
expeditions in 1979, 1984 and 1989, the results being described by Gordon et al.
(1995). In 1979 the perimeter of the ice was surveyed and a 10 m interval contour
map of its surface was produced from EDM traverses, tacheometry and taped offsets
between IS_22th August, shown in Figure 14. On 11 th August 1984 surface altitude
was measured using tacheometry along a fixed traverse line running north-south
between two survey stations. Offset measurements were made of the summit, due to
crevassing. This traverse line was resurveyed on 4 th August 1989. Information was
also obtained from 1:50,000 topographic map 1633 IV which was compiled from air
photographs flown in 1953 and fie1d checked in 1957. The ice surface changes are
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shown in Figure 48. Tables 6 and 7 provide additional surface information, whi1e
Table 8 shows the depth of snow remaining from the previous winter on the ice cap
summit at the time of the surveys.
From an unchecked spot height on the topographic map the ice cap is estimated to
have thickened overall by about 6 m between 1953/57 and 1979. Over the next five
years, the surface height increased overall by up to 2.4 m in the eastern central parts.
While the western part appeared to have thickened by as much as
18.5 m, the reasons for this greater loe al thickening are unc1ear. The survey profile
line for the years 1984 and 1989 can be directly compared showing overall thinning,
especially in the eastern and summit areas, by up to 1.5 m. Not on1y was the 1989
survey comp1eted 2 weeks earlier in the ablation season but, as Table 8 shows, a
greater depth of snow remained, therefore emphasising this thinning. The local
thickening of the western flank probably reflects variation in snow cover or wind
redistribution. Observations from aerial photography from the high ablation year of
1998 and of the 1999 season, when there was rapid spring snow melt, suggest high
variability of the net balanee from year to year.
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Figure 48
Changes in surface altitude of Balggesvarri ice cap 1979-1989 along the line of the surveyed profile
(from Gordon et al., 1995).

Table 6
Changes in altitude of Balggesvarri ice cap sum mit (from Gordon et al., 1995).

Year
195311957"
1979
1989b
a.
b.

Altitude (m a.s.l.)
Change (m)
1622.0
+5.6
1627.6
-l.9
1625.7
From 1:50,000 map sheet 1633 IV, compiledfrom 1953 aerial photography
andfieldchecked in 1957. Summit spot height is depicted as unchecked.
From jield survey.
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Table 7
Changes in altitude of Balggesvarri surveyed profile erest (from Gordon et al., 1995).

Year
1953/1957 a
1979b
1984c
1989c
a.
b.
c.

Altitude (m a.s.l.)
1606.0
1612.4
1614.8
1613.5

Change (m)
+6.4
+2.4
-1.3

From NG.o. 1:50,000 map sheet 16331V, compiledfrom aerial photography.
From BSES 1:5000 contour map of 1979.
From field survey with theodolite and EDM

Table 8
Balggesvarri summit area: depth of snow remaining from previous winter at the time of iee surfaee
profile measurements (Gordon, unpubl.).

Year
1979
1984
1989

Depth to previous
summer sur/ace (m)
0.87
0.98
3.72

Snow pit stratigraphy
Gordon et al. (1986) diseussed how recent snow pit stratigraphy indicates no apparent
significant deterioration in the state of health of the ice cap. A pit dug in 1984 showed
that summer surfaces were clearly identifiable as slightly darker, dirtier layers 10-15
cm thick in the snowpack. The stratigraphy is shown in Figure 49. Water equivalents
were estimated for individual balanee years, although these do not necessarily
represent the true net accumulation for each year because of the percolation of surface
melt and its refreezing at depth in the snowpack (Tab. 9).

Table 9
Water equivalents for sum mit snow pits on Balggesvarri (dug 1979 and 1984).

Year
1983-84
1982-83
1981-82
1980-81
1979-80
1978-79
1977-78
1976-77
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Water equivalents (cm)
60.0
75.0
44.3
68.2
indeterminate
53.8
61.5
63.7
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Figure 49
Snowpit stratigraphy from the Bålggesvårri summit, August 1984, with the main ice layers, veins
and summer surfaces. On the lett hand side the discontinuous ice layers are shown (after Gordon
et al., 1987).

Aerial Photography
The 1998 aerial photography shows that only a small portion of the whole area
received net accumulation that year (as compared to 1956) (Fig. 50). The
accumulation pattem is comp1ex (and revealed fully for the fIrst time) with the main
accumulation zone to the east (downwind) but with areas to the north-west also
accumulating snow in severaI "ribbons". The crevasse pattem is also shown for the
first time. The blockfield round the edge has not been destroyed by glader
sliding/erosion to the north-west or south. In the areas devoid of snow for the first
time since observations began, no traces of moraines can be seen. Apart from the
outlet zones, this suggests that no sliding has taken place since the Little lee Age.
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Figure 50
Aerial photographs of Balggesvarri in 1956 and 1998 (Photos Fjellanger Widerøe AS, Contract No.
844, A5 (1956) and Contract No 12298, Bl).

LittJe BaJggesvarri
To the west of BaIggesvarri is a small outlying plateau surface infonnally named
'Little BaIggesvarri' with a summit altitude of 1533 m a.s.l. which supports a small
icefield (0.08 km2). Gellatly et al. (1986) compared photographs taken in 1898 (Le
Blond, 1908), with visible thinning (10 m) being apparent between the two dates,
unlike Balggesvarri itself which saw little change in glacier extent during this period.

7.2 Jiehkkevarri
The highest plateau area in the Lyngen Alps is Jiehkkevarri, reaching ca.1833 m a.s.l.
(Gleditisch, 1960). Covering approximate1y 10 km 2, Jiehkkevarri feeds outlet glaciers
in Lyngsdalen and Fugledalen, as weU as smaller hanging glaciers in Goverdalen and
Rypdalen. The most northerly section ofthe plateau is known as 'Kveita' ('halibut',
from its appearance from the fjord village of Furuflaten) and reaches ca. 1720 m
(Whalley et al., 1981). With a summit altitude of 1833 m the northern section of the
p1ateau has an area of 1.1 km2 above 1700 m and an ice covered area of 1.1 km2 . The
southern section of the plateau, which has a summit at 1725 m and an area of 2.7 km2
above 1600 m, presently has ice covering 2.6 km 2 of it. Figure 51 shows the steep
eastern margin of Jiehkkevarri, which plunges down to Sydbreen, in 1953 and 1999.
The complex plateau glacier area, the whole of which is here called Jiehkkevarri,
consists of substantial ice mas ses at ca. 1600 m, with oullet glaciers which directl y
feed corrie glaciers. These valley glaciers in turn receive a substantial proportion of
their total input from the plateau. Because of the low altitude of these valley glaciers
they would be either residual or very much smaller if there was no ice supply from
the plateau. Valley and outlet glaciers have apparently reduced in vol urne over the
last 100 years (as seen from the old photographs) and especially in the last 50 years.
Losses in ice mass have still to be calculated. The importance of plateaux such as
Bredalsfjellet and Rundfjellet, which now have minimal ice existing, was clearly
much greater in the past, Le. since the Little Ice Age. With ice disappearing from
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some areas on both Bålggesvårri and Jiehkkevårri; the implication is that there has
been significant ice mass loss on the plateaux over the last 100 years and that this has
affected the mass balance of all associated glaciers. However, the full significance of
this with respect to a general amelioration in c1imate over the last 150 years (or the
more recent possibility of anthropogenically-induced warming) is not yet c1ear.
Indeed, the timing of the Little Ice Age in northem Norway is itself uncertain.

Figure 51
The steep cliffs at the plateau edge of Jiehkkevårri (Photos: Panther, 1953 (Courtesy of the Alpine
Club) to the lett and Williams, 1999 to the right).

In the 1890s the prospect of conquering Jiehkkevårri, at that time regarded as the
highest peak in northem Norway, attracted many climbers. Jiehkkevårri was c1imbed
in ·1897 by G. Hastings (Hastings, 1899). Figure 52 shows a photograph taken by
Hastings in 1897 of the eastem end of Jiebkkevårri.
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Figure 52
The eastern end of Jiehkkevarri, with the outlet glaeier Rypdalsbreen flowing into Rypdalsvatnan,
taken by Hastings in 1897. Compare this with the aerial photographs in Figure 44 (Photo: Hastings,
Courtesy of the Alpine Club).

Historical records
Mrs Le Blond climbed Jiehkkevam and nearby BaIggesvam in 1898, her
photographs being published in 1908. Gellatly et al. (1986) used photographic
evidence to estimate changes in the extent of Jiehkkevam. A comparison of
photographs taken in 1898 and 1985 shows Iittle change in the extent of the high ice
p1ateau of Jiehkkevam. In contrast, the valley glaeiers supplied by Jiehkkevam have
undergone considerable downwasting and recession, their mass balanee being
topographically controlled. The overall volurne of Jiehkkevarri, like BaJ.ggesvarri,
must have decreased during this time even though the areal extent does not appear to
have changed substantially. On the northern face of Jiehkkevarri a thin, hanging
glacier feeds a regenerated valley glacier at the head of Fauldalen (Fig. 53). Figure 54
shows how the snout has receded by 500 m and no longer calves into Fugldalsvatnet
(Gellatly et al., 1986). On the western side of Jiehkkevam, the valley glacier of
Blåisen has receded slightly less than 1 km from 1898-1985 (Fig. 56). The high
lateral moraines 100 m above the valley floor show downwasting over a longer
timescale, as even in 1898 the glacier did not reach that level. The plateau ice cap of
Jiehkkevarri is visible in the background on both photographs.
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Figure 53
The ice supply on the north face of Jiehkkevarri in 1898. The long ice ribbon in the gully no longer
joins the glacier; compare with the photographs below (Photo: Mrs Le Blond, Courtesy of the
Alpine Club).

Figure 54
Recession and downwasting at the terminus of the regenerated glacier Fauldalsbreen above
Fugldalsvatnet, 1898 (Photo: Mrs Le Blond, Courtesy of the Alpine Club) and 1985 (Photo: GelIatly).
The recession was about 500 m during this period of 87 years.

The glacier's western (main) snout appears to have retreated only 50 m since 1953 .
However, it is clear that there has been an overalllowering of the level of ice in the
basin. This glaeier has been weU photographed over the years (Gellatly et al., 1986).
The 1998 photography shows (unfortunately in heavy shadow) that the glaeier edge is
about 400 m from the lake. However, it is not possible to determine whether the
prominent snow supply cones have been depleted. The couloir bringing ice from
Jiehkkevarri to this glaeier, prominent in 1897 photograph, has a terminus some 200
m above the lake level. 1bis clearly reflects the decrease in ice supply from the
summit plateau (Fig. 55).
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Figure 55
Aerial photograph of Fauldalsbreen in 1968 (Photo Fjellanger Widerøe AS, Contract No. 3161, J14).
S denotes northern plateau of Jiehkkevarri and L Fugldalsvatnet.

Figure 56
Glaeier recession at Blåisen of about 1 km between 1898 and 1985 (Photos: Hastings (1898),
Courtesy of the Alpine Club and Gellatly (1985).
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Like BaIggesvam, Jiehkkevam appears to be cold based (Gordon et al., 1987).
Recent recession has revealed undisturbed patterned ground; only rarely is a surface
left devoid ofblockfield development (Gellatly et al., 1988). Outside the ice limits
excavations have shown a variable depth (Ih-l m) of acti ve layer to permafrost and no
evidence of striations or ice sculpturing has been noted where the bedrock has been
fully exposed. Whalley et al. (1989) therefore suggest that Jiehkkevam is not sliding
and has probably not done so since before the glaeier readvance occurred during the
last Neoglacial maximum. Due to the presenee of cold ice and there being no
supraglacial source for debris, there is no potential for the produetion of moraines and
no patches of erosion on the main p1ateau surface (Rea et al., 1998). The implication
is that cold-based ice may not 1eave much evidence of its former existence on plateau
surfaces. The cold based glaeiers of Jiehkkevarri and Balggesvarri also suggest an
altitudinal threshold of 1500 m, below which glaciers in this area are warm based.

Aerial Photography
This complex glaeier system has severaI discharges from the plateau, almost all of
them precipitous ones over cliffs (Fig. 57). Recessions are noted under individual
glaciers where appropriate. It is not always clear from existing photography where the
boarding of the plateau itself lies because of snow-banks around the edges and the
vagaries of snow accumulation. The 1998 photography, for instance, shows that
virtual1y all the plateau surface above 1650 m is accumulation area.

Figure 57
Aerial photography of Jiehkkevarri in 1979 and 1998. The left hand major iee eone on Syd breen is
seen at C. This moraines emerging on the glaeier surfaee nearby are some 600 m below the main
plateau surfaee above. The point P denotes the bloekfield of the plateau surfaee. The highest (iee)
summit is at about the position of the N of the North arrow in the left hand photograph at 1834 m
a.s.1. (NGO 1998 edition) (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS Contraet No. 6098, A10 (1979) and
Contraet No. 12298, 81 (1998».

The 1953 maps and 1956 photography show that the southem summit (1656 m on the
map) had a contiguous ice cover with the main plateau ice. A photograph from
Panther' s (1953)expedition suggests that the ice to the north of the south summit has
disappeared from the plateau but this interpretation is not certain. However, by 1998,
there was virtually no ice left over the southem section at about 1600 m. Only two
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'streamlined' wedges, ali gned SW, are 1eft. The section of the p1ateau revea1ed here
has yet to be examined in the fie1d.
The southem icefield area is shown by 1998 photography to have nearly been cut off
from the northem (and higher) section. lee does still flow from north to south but in a
crevassed section barely 150 m wide. The limits of this are again difficult to examine
from the 1956 photography but there appears to have been a restricted connection
(Fig. 51). The crucial aspect of liehkkevarri is the summit altitude as much as its
lateral extent over the plateau.

7.3 Bredalsfjellet
Introduction
lee on the p1ateau of Bredalsfjellet (1360 - 1538 m a.s.l.) is thinning rapidly and may
soon disappear altogether (Gordon et al., 1987, Fig. 58). However, 1998 aerial
photography showed that there was still extant ice even after very high ab1ation that
summer (Fig. 59). Aeria1 photography from lu1y 1953 and the NGO 1:50,000 maps
showa continuous single ice mass on the plateau. This ice cover then decayed into
the thin northem and southem icefields now visible. Although, as Gordon et al.
(1995) state, if the extensive snow cover on the aerial photography is taken into
account, it is pro bable that two separate ice masses also existed on Bredalsfjellet in
1953. The lower icefield can certainly be seen as a separate feature in the 1956 air

photographs.
A BSES expedition surveyed Bredalsfjellet in 1979 and produced a 5 m contour
interval map at 1:2000 using tacheometry and compass and tape traverses (Johnston
and Friswell, 1980). The ice ex tent shown in this map is probably areliable
representation, as snow melt was re1atively advanced at the time of the survey.
Drilling in 1979 gave an estimated maximum thickness of the northem field of no
more than 3 m. Comparison of the 1979 map to the 1956 aerial photographs and an
NGO map show that the icefields on Bredalsfjellet have reduced in size from an
estimated maximum area of approx. 0.5 km 2 in 1953 to 0.2 km2 in 1979 (Gordon et
al., 1995). If the snow cover for 1953 is taken into account then the decrease wou1d be
slightly less. For the lower icefield Gordon et al. (1995) estimated a decrease from
0.20 km 2 in 1956 to 0.14 km 2 in 1979.
The wasting of ice on Bredalsfjellet was iIIustrated by Gellatly et al. (1986) who
compared photographs of the plateau taken in 1898 and 1974 (Fig. 60). The left photo
in Figure 60 was taken by Mrs Le Blond when she visited the area in 1898 from
around 552125 (Map 1634 III Lyngen), whilst the right photo was taken from 562122
(same map) in 1974. In the foreground the ice cover on liehkkevarri appears Iittle
changed but in the background the ice on Bredalsfjellet has diminished significantly
in the intervening years. lee no longer extends to the plateau edge, especially at the
northem part of the summit. Gellatly et al. (1986) estimated an ice recession of 30100 m between these two dates. As Gellatly et al. (1986) stated, 'Bredalsfjellet still
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supports small corrie glaciers on all but its southern flank, but they are no longer
supplied directly with ice from the summit ice field'.

Figure 58
The plateau of Bredalsfjellet in 1989100king north (Photo: Whalley). Only the furthest and nearer
thirds of the snow cover have glaeier ice beneath (cf. Fig . 59).

Figure 59
Aerial photograph of Bredalsfjellet in 1953 and 1998. The snow-covered glaeiers of 1953 are shown
in the centre (Vestbreen, flowing south, is at the top of the picture). The 1998 image shows the two
distinet ice masses at the end of the summer with virtually no winter snow remaining (Photos:
Fjellanger Widerøe AS, Contract No. 563, E27 (1956) and Contract No. 12298, B5 (1998».

Gellatly et al. (1988) report that permafrost at a depth of 0.25 m was found a few
metres beyond the present ice limits on Bredalsfjellet. The copious meltwater, both on
the surface and emerging from the edges of the ice masses suggests, it is wet based
but the presenee of adjoining permafrost indicates an ice body that had a dry base
until recently. Whalley et al. (1989) proposed that Bredalsfjellet was cold based, but
was affected more by NeoglaciallHolocene warrning than the higher plateaux of
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Jiehkkevam and Bålggesvam, sueh that it no longer has a sub-pressure melting point
ice-body.
Investigations of the plateau top blockfields on Bredalsfjellet show profile depths
>0.5 m and sometimes in excess of 1 m (Rea et al., 1996). These blockfields present a
preglacial palaeosurface formed initially by chemical weathering under warmer
conditions (Whalley et al., 1997). The original weathering profiles were destroyed by
frost heaving mechanisms, but the blockfie1ds were protected by the cold based ice
frozen to the bed in glacial times.
Aerial Photography

The 1898 photograph taken by Mrs Le Blond shows ice at northern edge of the
plateau (Fig. 59) (even though the whole of the glacier area is not visible). It is not
known if this is near to the Little lce Age maximum as no moraines have been
identitied on the plateau. The differentiation between snow and ice is not possible
from the 1953 photography; hence the appearance of a single glacier on early editions
of NGO 50. (However, no ice is shown at all on the latest (1999) version of NGO 50).
It is probable that snow linked the two ice masses which had become separate rather
earlier than 1963. By the time of the QUB-BSES expedition in 1979, two glacier
patches were distinct. Even after the hot summer of 1998, there was still a substantial
body of ice left. The previous winter's snow, however, appears to have been
completely removed by 1st September ofthat year so that a completely snow-free
perimeter is seen. The total area of the two icefields is estimated to be <0.2 km2 .
Like other small glaciers, the icefields have years of net accumulation and years of
net ablation rather than distinctive ablation and aceumulation areas. For this reason, it
has been difficult to map the exaet limits of iee as the edges have frequently been
eovered with snow when observations have been attempted.

Figure 60
Bredalsfjellet as viewed from Fornesdalskar in 1898 (Photo: Le Blond, Courtesy of the Alpine Club)
and 1974 (Photo: Whalley) with the high iee plateau of Jiehkkevarri in the foreground (after Gellatly
et al., 1986).
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Other Eastern plateaux: Rundfje"et and Daltinden
Gellatly et al. (1988) say that on these lower plateaux, nearer 1400 m a.s.l., perennial
ice has now vallished and no evidence of permafrost at the present time has been
found. Stone sorting on parts of the blockfields indicate permafrost ice bodies in the
past and lichen growth zones show that perennial ice was probab1y extensive until the
rapid decay of the last 100 years. Rundfjellet and Daltinden also no longer contribute
ice to any small glaciers on their flanks.

Figure 61
The Rundfjellet
plateau showing
snow cover; the
glacier ice remnant
is only visible in
the defile cJose to
(Photo: Doak,
1999).

Rundfjel/et
Rundfjellet is a small section of p1ateau above 1300 m with a high point at 1413 m
(Fig. 61).

The 1953 map shows no perennia1 ice. However, 1998 photography clearly shows a
perennial ice-snowpatch in a shallow depression at about 1250 m between two higher
p1ateau sections. An inspection of this ice-snowpatch in 1999 suggests this is true
glacier ice, apparently at the lower limit of glacier ice extent to the east of the
peninsu1a. For comparison, the remaining ice on Bredalsfjellet, 3 km to the northwest, is at 1350 m.
Da/tinden
Da1tinden is a small corrie and plateau system on the southern side of Lyngsdalen,
which reaches a height of 1534 m (Fig. 62). The small glaeier pair on the western
flanks of Daltinden were not covered by the 1998 photography, however 1953-1990
photography shows that there has been substantial recession and especially downwasting. The mass loss has not been calculated.
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Figure 62
The plateau and corrie system of Daltinden. Although there once may have been extant ice on the
main summit plateau only the snowpatch, centre lett, now remains (Photo: Doak, 1999).
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7.4 Sydbreen
Sydbreen, after Strupbreen, is the second largest valley glacier system in the Lyngen
Alps, and is found at the head of Lyngsdalen where it occupies a deep trough
(Fig. 44). It is 4.5 km long and comes down to 480 m a.s.l. Sydbreen has three distinct
accumulation basins. To the north avalanche cones and snow accumulate ice from the
Jiehkkevårri plateau at the base of the 900 m high rock walls. This is the main source
of nourish-ment for the glacier and sustains the entire snout area. To the west
accumulation in a corrie basin occurs, where an arm of the glaeier reaches about
1200 m on the low collinking Bålggesvam and Jiehkkevårri. To the south the third
source is from ice avalanches from the Bålggesvårri plateau (Fig. 63). Any
fluctuations in the icefront of Sydbreen are not just due to changes in the mass
balanee of the glaeier itselfbut are also related to fluctuations in ice supply from the
adjacent plateaux, especially Jiehkkevårri. The accumulation from these high rock
cliffs can be seen in Figure 64.

Figure 63
View of Sydbreen, showing Balggesvarri (B) in the centre lett, "Flutes glacier" (F) and Jiehkkevarri
on the right in 1953 and 1999 (Photos: Panther (1953), Courtesy of the Alpine Club and Doak,
(1999».

Figure 64
View of the rock
cliffs and inputs
from Jiehkkevarri
across Syd breen
(Photo: Hastings,
1897).
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Glaeier fluctuations
Investigations have shown that Sydbreen has receded by over 1 km from the position
of its early 20th century advanee (Whalley et al., 1995). The most recent Neog1acial
advanee of Sydbreen was dated by Ballantyne (1990) to the period AD 1910-1920.
By comparing the innermost Neoglacial end moraines and the first air photographs
from 1953, Sydbreen was shown to have retreated 0.5-0.6 km. From 1953 to 1978 a
further recession of 0.5 km was noted (Gordon et al., 1995). After a ground survey in
1984, Gordon et al. (1987) estimated that Sydbreen had receded by up to 580 m
between 1953 and 1984. At the snout of Sydbreen a series of annual moraine ridges
are found (Fig. 65); investigations show these to be 1-2 m wide and up to 1 m high
and composed of subglacial till overlying a relatively more consolidated titt. As
Gordon et al. (1986) describe, the spaeing of the se moraines gives a measure ofnet
annual recession from 1974-1985. These results are displayed in Table 10. The valley .
gl acier has showed an average rate of recession of 13 mlyr, this figure being slightly
higher in the mid-to-late 1970s (12-20 rna-l) than in the early 1980s (7-8 rna-l ). The
lower net annual recession for 1981-1982, 1982-1983 and 1983-1984 is thought to be
related to the relatively lower mean temperatures during 1981 , 1982 and 1983. As a
consequence of this recession, Sydbree~and Midtbreen are now separate ice masses
(Fig. 66).

Figure 65
Annual moraine ridges in the forefield of Sydbreen (Ieft). The snout of Midtbreen (right) Is also
clearly visible (Photo: Wha"ey, 1999).
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Table 10
Spaeing of annual moraine ridges in front of Syd breen (after Gordon et al., 1987).

Ridge

Distance from
datum (m)

Winter 1973-74
Winter 1974-75
Winter 1975-76
Winter 1976-77
Winter 1977-78
Winter 1978-79
Winter 1979-80
Winter 1980-81
Winter 1981-82
Winter 1982-83
Winter 1983-84
Winter 1984-85
Icefront 27 July 1985

-29.0
-14.0
0.0
12.3
24.9
39.1
54.3
73.1
82.2
90.8
96.7
110.4
116.1

Ilt.".... '-I..LL.LW.

Netannual
recession (m)
15.0
14.0
12.3
12.6
14.2
15.2
18.8
9.1
8.6
5.9
13.7
5.7
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Figure 66
Sydbreen (Ieft) and Midtbreen (top) 1989. The two glaeiers became separated between 1984 and
1989. A sequence of annual moral nes In front of Sydbreen marks successive changes In the iee
front position (after Gordon et al., 1995).

Investigations have indicated the valley glacier appears to be temperate with the
possible exception of the front margin, as isolated fluted moraines frozen beneath the
glacier were found here (Gordon et al., 1986).
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Aerial Photography
Sydbreen was joined to Midtbreen (un-named on maps but given this name as it lies
between Sydbreen and Vestbreen) in 1952-53 aerial photography and maps. The
glaciers became separated about 1979. An area of debris-covered, apparently
stagnant, ice now lies between the two snouts.
The rapid recession of the Sydbreen snout has continued with such rapidity that no
recent distinct annual-terminal moraines can be distinguished. By 1999 there had
been 35 m of recession back from the last easily identifiable moraine (1987-88).

Figure 67
Aerial photography of Sydbreen (S) and Midtbreen (M) and Vestbreen (V) in 1953 and Sydbreen and
Midtbreen in 1998. The down-glaeier Little lee Age limit is shown at Li. The lateral moraines are
elearly visible tor Midtbreen in 1998 (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS, Contraet No. 563, E26 (1953)
and Contraet No. 12298, B3 (1998».

A section of glacier covered with debris appears to have been left 'stranded' against
the Little lee Age main left lateral moraine (Fig. 67). The clear delimitation of former
ice margins and ridges suggest that mapping and profiling might provide some data
for estimating the diminished contribution of ice from the Jiehkkevarri plateau. This
has been the result ofless replenishment from Balggesvam and Jiehkkevam as weU
as the "conventional", contiguous accumulation area.
Equilibrium line altitudes
As previously noted, fluctuations in the icefront of Sydbreen will be sensitive to ice
supply from the adjacent plateaux. Therefore, if estimating the equilibrium line
altitudes (ELAs), this ice supply should be taken into account. Whalley et al., (1995)
estimated that Sydbreen had an ELA of 1000 m a.s.l. Rea et al. (1998) highlight the
importanee of these plateaux icefields as additional accumulation areas for valley
glaciers. The ELAs were calculated for each of the three main segments described
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before, as weU as for the glacier as a whole. Two obvious medial moraines divide the
glacier into three areas, as seen in Figure 66. Figure 68 illustrates the calculations for
each of the three mass balanee ullits. Table 11 below shows ELAs 1) when the mass
supplied from the contributing areas is neglected and 2) when it is included. Table 11
illustrates the potential impact that plateau icefields can have on the ELA of
Sydbreen. the closest value to the true ELA of 1000 m is that for the western headwall
section at 940 m. The differenee is due to the fact that the glacier is still retreating in
response to the gradual rise in the ELA since the end of the Little lee Age (Rea et al.,
1998). The ice accumulation from Balggesvarri and Jiehkkevarri appears to inerease
the response time to climatic amelioration and increase in elevation of ELA.
Table 11
Summary data from the ELA calculations for 1) Sydbreen and 2) Sydbreen plus contributing plateau
icefields above (after Rea et al., 1998). For a map showing these contributing areas, see Figure 69.

l

Balggesvarri
fed (BF)
Headwall fed
Jiehkkevarri
fed (IK)
Whole glacier

2

Area

ELA-

ELA-

(km2)

AAR

AAR

0.5

0.8

1.18

800

720

1.26
2.77

940
700

5.21

750

contributing
area (km 2)

total
area

%

ELA-

ELA-

inc.

AAR

AAR

0.5

0.8

(km2)

0.14

1.32

11.9

830

740

870
640

1.4

1.26
4.17

50.5

760

670

670

1.54

6.75
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Figure 68
The valley glaeier Sydbreen, with
tables showing the potential error in
ELA calculations if no account is taken
of the contributing plateau icefields
above (after Rea et al., 1998).
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Figure 69
Looking down Sydbreen, the two
medial moraines are visible with the
glacier outlet from Balggesvarri (see
Fig. 63) entering from the right.
Rundfjellet can be seen in the left
background (Photo: Williams, 1999).

7.5

Midtbreen

The valley glacier of Midtbreen lies to the north of Sydbreen (Fig. 70). The two
glaciers were once joined but due to glacier recession they became separated between
1984 and 1989 (Gordon et al., 1995).

Figure 70
In the middle of the picture is Midtbreen, with the plateau Ice cap of Jiehkkevarri above it and
Sydbreen on the left (Photo: Williams 1999).
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Covering an area of 1.8 km 2, Midtbreen extends from 950 m to 480 m a.s.l. Whalley
et al. (1995), using data from 1979 aerial photographs, estimated that it had an
equilibrium line altitude of 750 m a.s.l., the lowest of the four valley glaciers in
Lyngsdalen. Midtbreen is fed by avalanching from the plateaux of Jiehkkev:1rri.
Figure 71 is a view aeross Sydbreen to Midtbreen and the plateau of Jiehkkev:1rri
(Kveita).

Figure 71
The Sydbreen, Midtbreen, in 1953 with the Jiehkkevarri plateau above (Photo: Panther, Courtesy of
the Alpine Club).

Aerial Photography
Midtbreen reeeives some iee conventionally in a snow aeeumulation area and some
from the high plateau of eastem Jiehkkevarri. Its substantial iee loss over the last 30
years is probably due to a deerease in iee from the plateau.

7.6

Vestbreen

Vestbreen at the end of a substantial ablation season shows a dear asymmetrie pattern
that is seen on several earlier aerial photographs, as weU as that by Hastings (1899).
The aeeumulation of snow as a result of lying in the lee of Jiehkkev:1rri is dear.
Similarly, glaeiers lying to the east ofplateau edges gain from iee avalanches as the
prevailing winds aeeumulate most snow on the eastem sides of the plateaux.
Vestbreen also has an outlet to the north, into Rypdalsvatnan (see Fig. 75). This
north-flowing tongue of Vestbreen, whieh approaehes the lake, has apparently
diminished greatly sinee 1897. The glacier tongue is now some 600 m from the
moraine are whieh terminates in the lake. It is presumed that this is the Little lee Age
limit of north Vestbreen but inspeetion shows that a portion of this ice is eored and
the outermost 200 m is roek-gIaeier-like. This seetion has not been inspeeted in the
fieId.
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Figure 72
Vest breen with the Jiehkkevarri plateau in the background (Photo: Williams, 1999).

7.7

Flutes glaeier

"Flutes Glaeier" (an informal name) is a small valley glaeier, approx. 1.5 km long,
extending from about 1100 m to 800 m a.s.1. on the south side of Sydbreen (Fig. 44).
An aerial photograph shows the view down Flutes Glaeier towards Sydbreen with
which it was once confluent (Figs. 63 and 73). The NGO 1:50,000 topographic map
1633 IV shows ''Flutes Glaeier" and Sydbreen to be joined, but the 1953 aerial
photography (Fig. 63) shows them as distinet ice bodies.

Figure 73
Aerial photographs of 'Flutes Glaeier' flowing towards Sydbreen (S) in 1979 and 1998 showing
cintinued recession since 1953 (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS, Contract No. 6098, 83 (1979) and
Contract No. 12298,82 (1998».
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Flutes are a distinctive type of glaciallandform consisting of closely spaced
streamlined ridges and furrows running parallei to ice movement direction (Gordon et
al., 1992). These flutes are up to 340 m long and reflect the former ice movement
direction (Gordon et al., 1992). A map of the glacier forefield with ice limits plotted
is shown in Figure 74.
Photos: 6098 BI03 2t-8-79
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Figure 74
Map of the 'Flutes Glaeier' foreland. The icefront positions have been plotted from air photographs
(1953 and 1979) and from field survey (1984) (after Gordon et al., 1992).

'The 1953 map shows flutes glacier in contiguous contact with Sydbreen but the 1953
'Panther' expedition clearly shows the debris covered ice at the snout of Flutes as
only just in contact with the edge of Sydbreen. By 1998, there was about 350 m
between a now distinet snout of flutes glacier and the side of Sydbreen (Fig. 73 right).
TIlis recession is due to a reduction in the net balance from the glacier system alone
as it is not fed by any plateau. As with other valley glaciers in the region Flutes
glacier has receded, annual rates of recession reaching 5-6 m.

7.8 Other ice masses South Lyngen
Fugldalsbreen plateau
The plateau glacier is complex and consists of small areas of plateau with ice linked
by ridges with outlet glaciers between them. No clear comparisons with previous
photography have been possible although consequences of what is presumect to be a
general down-wasting can be seen in the outlet glaciers Fugldalsbreen and Fomesbreen (Fig. 44). Fornesbreen is a substantial glacier on the north of Fugldalsbreen at
the head of Fomesda1. Unfortunately, the snout ofthis glacier is not on the 1998
photography.
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Fugldalsbreen
TItis is the name given to a large glaeier fed partly from an outlet of the higher plateau
(on its southem side) and partly due to eonventional snow aeeumulation. The glaeier
is unusual in that there are also outlets to the east (minor) and south-east, whieh is
more substantial. The former no longer seems to feed the upper reaehes of
Fornesbreen. Fugldalsbreen has a peeuliar terminal moraine sequenee (yet to be
investigated on the ground). The outlet limits, now some 600 m from the 1998 snout,
have multiple ridges and a foreland whieh shows fluting. TItis might be assumed to be
the Uttle lee Age limit. However, some 40 m 'inside' this foreland are distinet
moraine ridges, especially those on the true left. TItis pattern has not (as far as is
known) been reeognised elsewhere in Lyngen. The present assumption is that the
outermost ridges are the result of the Uttle lee Age advanee of the glacier and plateau
eontributions. The inner ridge was a later expansion mainly of iee from the plateau.
The justifieation for this is the size of the left moraine; this would have had the
greatest opportunity for debris aeeumulation brought down from the plateau seetion
of the glacier.
Rypdalsbreen
TItis glacier was weU photographed by Hastings in 1897. It c1early shows the glaeier
terminating in the lake with a substantial snow/iee fiUed eouloir to the south. The
latter has now largely disappeared, but the main glacier is still in eontaet with the
lake. TItis is perhaps surprising but can be attributed to the faet that this glaeier is fed
by a substantial eatehment high on Fugldalsfjellet. There is eontiguous iee from the
plateau and it would appear that drawdown of iee from the summit plateau has
maintained the glaciers frontal position.

Figure 75
Aerial photography of Rypdalsvatnan with Rypdalsbreen (R) and the north flowing section of
Vestbreen (V) in 1956 and 1998. See als o Figure 52 for 1897 view (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS,
Contract No. 844, A9 (1956) and Contract No. 12298, A6 (1998».
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Steindalstind
Steindalstind (1504 m a.s.l.) has a plateau area to the west above 1450 m and a small
glaeier to the east of the plateau. The 1953 mapping shows no ice on the plateau but
from its altitude and topographic position and area, it is surmised that there could still
be perennial ice present. This has not yet been verified and Steindalstind does not
appear on the 1998 photography.

Ellendalsbreen
This glaeier, below and to the north of the main peaks of the Landalstindane has a
1993 terminus at about 775 ill. Inspection in the late 1980s and in 1994 showed that
the ice has become buried under debris from a large couloir/gully to the south-west.
This burial has produced a relict snout which has now transformed the glacier in its
lower section to a rock glacier (Whalley et.al., 1995).

7.9 Strupbreen
The glaeier complex StrupbreenlKoppangsbreen is the largest continuous ice mass on
the Lyngen Peninsula covering a total area of approx. 13 km2 (Fig. 44). The area of
Strupbreen is about 8~ km2, and Koppangsbreen is approx. 4th km2 . The height
interval of Strupbreen ranges from about 1330 m a.s.l. down to about 500 m a.s.l.
while Koppangsbreen ranges from about 1200 m a.s.l. down to about 500 m a.s.l.
According to Hoel and Werenskiold (1962) the name Strupbreen comes from the
Norwegian noun strupe (a throat) as the lowest part ends (or ended) in a deep narrow
cleft. Originating in a group of peaks in the centre of the Lyngen peninsula,
Strupbreen flows east to north-east, terminating in a rock basin at the top of a cliff
overlooking Strupen Bay, approx. 7 km away.

Figure 76
Snout of Koppangsbreen, Lyngen
from DNT (1962, p.21).
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About 1 km from its snout Strupbreen blocks off a side valley Strupskardet, which
cuts across the peninsula (Aitkenhead, 1960). Here the glacier impounds the lake of
Strupvatnet (69°39'N, 200 12'E). Damned at its eastem end, Strupvatnet is the most
northerly ice damned lake in Norway (Whalley, 1973). As the glacier flows east from
the main watershed of the peninsula it splits into two, with a large side arm,
Koppangsbreen which flows south-east (Fig. 76).
There are no mass balanee studies on these glaeiers, although a number of other
investigations are performed, particu1arly at Strupbreen. The glacier was mentioned in
the literature re1ative1y ear1y (e.g. Rabot 1900). Various British universities organized
scientific expeditions to Strupbreen and its vicinity in the 1970s. Most of the activity
of these expeditions was focused on the hydrology of Strupvatnet. The investigations
are weU described in different reports (e.g. Whalley 1971).

Figure 77
Strupen and Strupbreen in 1900 (Johnsen and Skjerven, 1984, Lyngsalpene).

Strupvatnet

This area was known to tourists from quite ear1y in the 19th century, as the glacier
could be easily seen from the fjord to which it descended (Forbes, 1853, p.76). The
10cal belief of glacier rejuvenation between 1740 and 1760, described by Nielson
(1896, p. 368), was probably due to the reappearance of the glacier at the top of the
cliffs overlooking Strupen Bay at the start of the 18th century advances. Figure 77 is a
photograph from 1900 (Johnson and Skjerven, 1984) of the Strupen Bay glacier and
ice fall from Lyngenfjord 100king west. The lake was not marked on the maps of the
late 19th century (Helland, 1899), showing the area had not been explored.
Strupvatnet was discovered by a party of British and Norwegian climbers in 1898
(Slingsby, 1899), who came up from the west along the stony valley of Strupskar,
reaching a colon whose eastem side lay the lake.
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The party estimated the 1ength of the lake to be 1.5 miles (3 km) and "a good half
mile wide" (approx. 600 m).
After this first visit on Ju1y 17th , Caspari (one of the discoverers: Hastings, 1899) saw
it again on August 3rd when it had apparently drained away at 1east 100 ft (33 m).
Hastings viewed the lake on August 12th reporting it had refill ed, but as this is such a
short time, (17 days later) he cou1d have been mistaken.
Although Hoel and Werenskiold (1962) record that Charles Rabot visited the lake,
Rabot himself (pp. 108-11 O) does not state this, only reporting the findings of others.
Rabot mentions the oscillations of Strupbreen; between 1885-1895 Strupbreen was

retreating. In 1885 it reached down to 10 m above sea level and by 1896 Rabot
describes how, "it comes to an end, where it fonns a regenerated glacier". Hoel and
Werenskiold (1962, p. 109) report that when the glacier came down into Strupen Bay,
this ice was used for fish packing.
Using Slingby's account, Whal1ey (1973) estimated that in 1898 the height of the dam
was about 63 m higher than in 1969, and that it ponded back about 78.4 x 106 m3 of
water. From 1898-1969 the average drop in the leve10ftheiee dam was 0.89 myr' l ,
whilst from 1957 to 1969 it was 1.3 myr"l. By calculating and plotting a new surface
profile for 1898, a rough calcu1ation of the total ice mass loss since the turn of the
century gives a value of 17.5 x 106 m3 (± 15 x 103 m3) of ice or a surface 10wering of
l m yr-lon average. The ice volume lost since 1957 was estimated at 3.5 x 106 m3
indicating a faster ice loss in the 1960s than the average since 1898.
Whalley (1971) describes the state of Strupvatnet as observed in 1969. At the
southeastern end there was a natural overflow over a small rock step part1y covered
by glacier ice. Near this overflow a ramp of glacier ice descended to the lake surface.

Figure 78
The lake-ice interface of Strupvatnet, pre-drainage (Photo: Whalley, 1969).
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After the first sightings on 30th June the lake level was stable (± 90 mm) for the next
13 days. At 2330 hrs on 19th July a jØkulh1aup began (the sudden subglacial drainage
of an ice damned lake) with observations made at the lake and the outflow stream at
the glaeier snout. An average total discharge volume was computed as 48.2 m 3 s·! for
15.5 hours. The water leve1 sank nearly four metres within 10 minutes that afternoon.
The jØk:ulh1aup carried a large amount of debris, which was discharged into the
Lyngenfjord, discolouring a large area of the fjord. After drainage, the lake was
partitioned into two sections by a moraine previously observed by Aitkenhead (1960).
Depth soundings of the water near the ice front before and after the jøkulhlaup were
taken and thermistors were placed at the bottom of the lake near the ice front. As the
water drained large sections of ice split off, collapsing into the lake, exposing a
cavern and a bar in the direction of the spi1lway.

Figure 79
In 1973 (Ieft) Strupvatnet was ice-dammed. After a considerable retreat, there is no connection
between the glaeier and the lake in 1998 (right). A moraine ridge (see the arrows) now dlvides the
lake in two (Photos: T.P.L. King to the left and Bjarne Kjøllmoen to the right).

Strupbreen and Koppangsbreen

Air photos for most of Strupbreen were taken in 1952, and air photos from 1978,
1985 and 1998 cover both Strupbreen and Koppangsbreen (Fig. 82). Detailed
topographic glacier maps based on photos from 1952, 1978 and 1985 have been
construeted. A DTM from the 1998-images is also available.
The maps show that the glacier surface was much higher in 1978 than in 1952 (up to
20 m in the accumulation area) indicating that the upper part of Strupbreen increased
in volume during this period. At the front, however, a definite mass loss can be
identified, with a surface lowering of up to 40 metres. The glacier front retreated ca.
250 metres during the same period (1952-78). Between 1978 and 1985 the glaeier
xperienced a general mass loss - change has taken place in the upper parts and on the
tongue. (This is also the case for Koppangsbreen). This mass loss is unevenly
distributed over the glacier surface. Both Strupbreen and Koppangsbreen had a snout
retreat of ca. 50 m during this period. There is no visual change in front position at
Strupbreen from 1985 to 1998, while a small retreat at Koppangsbreen has occurred.
The changes in extension and front position between 1952 and 1998 for both
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Strupbreen and Koppangsbreen are shown in Figure 81. There is no evidence of the
maximum extension of Strupbreen from air photos. However, a photo from 1900 (Fig.
77) shows that a regenerated glacier at this time reached the delta plain by the sea. A
comparison of this photo with the 19S2-map shows a frontal retreat of about 400 m
during this period. The air photos from 1998 show that Koppangsbreen lies approx.
1.4 km behind moraine, possibly the LIA maximum.

Figure 80
st

Strupbreen on 31 July 1952. During the next 30 years the glaeier retreated between 250 and 300
metres (Photo: Widerøe).
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Figure 81
The changes in extension and frontal position during the perlod 1952-98 for Strupbreen and
Koppangsbreen.
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Figure 82
Strupbreen photographed on 21" July 1978
(Contract No. 5820, 12),21" August 1985 (Contract
No. 8709, A3) and 31 " August 1998 (Contract No.
12297, AS). During the period from 1978 to 1985
the glacier snout recede ca. 50 m, while there is
no visual change in front position from 1985 to
1998 (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS).

Other ice masses
There are a number of other significant ice masses on the northern part of the Lyngen
pensinsula, but little or no work has yet been carried out on them. They include
Reindalsblåisen, V åkkasjiehkki, Stefjellblåisen, Gammvikblåisen, Reindalstinden and
Stoveltinden.
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7.10

Conclusions

The high, cold based plateau icefields of Balggesvam and Jiehkkevarri appear to have
changed little in extent over the last 100 years although there has been an unknown
reduction in thickness. The valley glaeiers which are fed by the plateau glaeiers have
receded significantly due to a decline in ice supply.
Unlike the higher Balggesvarri or Jiehkkevam these lower eastern plateaux of
Bredalsfjellet, Rundfjellet and Daltinden, have wasted noticeably, showing the
existence of a critical altitude and climatic threshold between Bredalsfjellet
(approx. 1500 m) and Balggesvarri (1625 m).
In contrast to the high plateau glaeiers of Balggesvarri and Jiehkkevam, the valley
glaeier of Sydbreen has wasted appreciably, receding by over 1 km this century.
The north-flowing tongue of Vestbreen has apparently diminished greatly since 1897
and is now (1998) some 600 m from the moraine are which terminates in the lake
Rypdalsvatnan.
The separation and recession of 'Flutes Glacier' from Sydbreen is due to general
down-wasting of ice seen in the glaeiers in the peninsula which are fed by
conventional ice supply and not by ice avalanching from a plateau.
The snout of Fugldalsbreen is now (1998) some 600 m behind the LIA limit.
It has been estimated that Strupbreen has seen an average surface lowering of 1 myr- 1

since the turn of the century , although the rate has been greater since 1957. Since
1900 the frontal retreat has been about 700 m for Strupbreen. The frontal position of
Koppangsbreen is now (1998) about 1.4 km behind the LIA maximum.
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Lyngen

LIA-ca. 1900 ca. 1900-ca.1950'ca. 1950-ca. J980' ca. 1980-1998

No

Balggesvarri 1

816.62

-10

<50

<20

Balggesvarri 1

816.64

-10

<50

<20

O
O

Jiehkkevarri 1

820.45

-10

<50

<20

-20

Jichkkevarri 1

820.53

-10

<50

<20

-20

Jiehkkevarri 1

820.54

-10

<50

<20

-20

Jiehkkcvarri 1

816.65

-10

<50

<20

-20

Jiehkkevarri 1

816.66

-10

<50

<20

-20

Jiehkkevarri 1

• 816.67

lA

50

<20

-20

820.72

-40

-50

-20

-IDO

-50

-20

600

400

100

I··

1
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-

............... .................. .... ..,,"' .... ...............................................-.......
"

Bredalsfjelld

"

-40

820.73

-100
.....

.................... "-,,

.... , .. .•... .......

:

"

Sydbreen

816.70

Midtbrecn 2

816.70

Vestbreen (South)

816.71

Flutes glacicr 3

816.70

Fauldalsbrccn
Rypdalsbreen
Steindalsbreen
I·················

••

300

50
500

·1:~!I~l

600

300

100

300

80

500
Unknown
400

Ellendalsbreen

<50

200
<50

<20

Ca. 1800

Unknown

Unknown

Ca. 200

1

Jbreen
1

820.88

.....

Unknown

Koppangsbreen
820.87
Of summIt lce cap, not lmmedtate outlets.
2 Retreating with Sydbreen until ca. 1970.
.5 Separationfrom Sydbreen ca. /950.

400
1300

250

50
100

Table 12
Net change in frontal retreat (ml of the investigated glaeiers in Lyngen.
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8. Øksfjord and Seiland
(Brian Whalley and Bjarne KjØllmoen)
This region lies in Finnmark and Troms counties located between 70°05' and
70°30' N, and between 21°40' and 23°25' E. The glaciers here are situated in two main
areas, on the Bergsfjord Peninsula and on the Seiland Island. Extensive plateau
glaciers or ice caps with fairly smooth surfaces and outlets to all directions are
characteristic for the region. The Bergsfjord Peninsula supports three plateau glaciers
- LangfjordjØkelen (ca. 8 km2), Svartfjelljøkelen (ca. 5 km2) and 0ksfjordjøkelen
(ca. 41 km\ These are located in Figure 83. A fourth glacier, Ai'bmadasgai'sa,
formerly occupied an area of less than 3 km2 but has now virtually disappeared.
Similarly, there a few other small, isolated ice patches surviving elsewhere on the
peninsula. Seiland supports two glaciers - NordmannsjØkelen (ca. 2 km2) and
SeilandsjØkelen (ca. 14 km2). These are located in Figure 98.

Øksfjord area
1=

o

Skm

L I _ _ _ _ _ _- - - "

arm

s= Sørjjorddalen outlet arm (No. 850. 3)
C= Camp glacier (No. 850. 5)
Figure 83
Overview of Langfjord-, Øksfjord- and SvarHjelljøkelen located to the Bergsfjord Penlnsula.
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Broad areas of plateaus exist on the Bergsfjord Peninsula, generally at an elevation of
900 m a.s.l. The large extent of the plateaux enable the main ice caps to survive at a
lower altitude than those in the Lyngen area (Whalley et al., 1989; Gellatly et al.,
1989; Manley, 1955). Outlet glaciers are fed from the plateaux, both directly and to a
lesser degree by ice fall. One outlet (Nedrebreen on 0ksfjordjøkelen) actually reaches
sea-Ievel as a regenerated glacier, fed by falling ice from the plateau above (Fig. 83),
although most of the other outlet glaciers tend to terminate above 400 m a.s.l.
The radiating pattern of valleys from the main plateau ice caps is probably the result
of selective ice sheet erosion, and suggests that the plateaux may act as a major
source during both local and regional glacial episodes (Rea et al., 1998). Current
work mapping Late Devensian retreat features should help to further our knowledge
of former ice coverage on the peninsula.
Although relatively inaccessible early travelIers have left a few records, in the form of
sketches and photographs, of the extent of the ice masses. Most relate to
0ksfjordjøkelen because it was more accessible and it was locally well-known for the
spectacular ice fall (Nedrebreen) which calved into the sea. Latterly groups from
Queen's University, including Queen's supervised BSES and Earthwatch expeditions
have carried out work on the peninsula, again mostly concentrating on
0ksfjordjøkelen. This has included work on the marginal moraines, intermittent
surface surveys and mass balance measurements, subglacial erosion studies and
investigations of the formation and survival of the plateau blockfields in the area.
Some of this work is ongoing and as yet unpublished. More recently ice radar surveys
have been undertaken and internal ice temperatures recorded. NVE has performed
mass balance measurements on Langfjordjøkelen since 1989. Minor investigations
have also been carried out at Seilandsjøkelen and Nordmannsjøkelen (Ford, 1958),
and mass balance measurements were attempted on Svartfjelljøkelen in 1978.

8.1 Langfjordjøkelen
Langfjordjøkelen is located on the Bergsfjord Peninsula about 60 km north-west of
Alta (Fig. 83). It is a relative small plateau glacier lying in an area of maritime
climate and receives fairly large precipitation. The glacier ranges from 1050 m a.sJ.
down along an east-facing outlet to ca. 300 m a.s.l. (Fig. 84). The height-area
distribution is shown in Figure 85. It covers a total area of 8.4 km 2 (1994) of which
nearly half (43 %) drains to Andrevann (255 m a.s.l.). The other half drains to a
number of smaller outlets, especially to the north and west. Andrevann, which is also
supplied from Tredjevann (365 m a.s.l.), drains to Førstevann (249 m a.s.l.) and
henceforth to Langfjorden (sea level), see Figure 84.
Detailed glacier maps of Langfjordjøke1en have been constructed based on air photos
taken on 11 th July 1966 and 1st August 1994. There are additional air photos from
1945 and 1998 (see Appendix A and B).
Mass balance measurements have been carried out by NVE since 1989. From 1997
the investigations include mass balance, front position changes and air temperature
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(KjØllmoen 1999). Based on map studies, there is a1so a calcu1ation of the net balanee
during the period 1966 to 1994.
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Figure 84
Langfjordjøkelen lies on the border between Troms and Finnmark counties. Mass balance
measurements are performed at the east-draining part of the glacier (No. 850.8), marked grey on the
map.
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At the turn of the century the east-facing outlet (850.8) reached the lakes Førstevann
and Andrevann. Unti11945 the glacier receded roughly 250 metres. The retreat
continued, and from 1945 to 1966 the outlet melted back a further 200 m. Air photos
from 1966 and 1994 show a frontal retreat of 700 m during this period. From 1994 to
1998 there is no significant changes in the frontal position, but field measurements in
the 1998-fall and 1999-faU showa further recession of approx. 50 m. Studies of air
photos and field observations indicate the Little lee Age maximum extension. The
recession since LIA is about 1.4 km (Fig. 86).

Langfjordjøkelen - front positions
-

---+- 250m

-

1999
1966
1945
ca. 1900

Flgure86
Front posltlon ehanges slnee the Llttle lee Age maxlmum determlned by air photos, maps and
moralne tind.

The outlets in the south (No. 850.3), west (No. 850.1) and north-west (No. 844.11)
receded between 200 and 300 metres during the period 1945-1998 (Fig. 87 and 88).
The two outlets in north (No. 844. 10) and northeast (No. 850.9) receded between 900
and 1200 metres during the same period (Fig. 88).
The mass balance measurements, started in 1989, show a deficit of about
3Y2 m w.eqv. over a period of 11 years. Accordingly, annual mean net balance is
approx. -0.3 m w.eqv. The results are shown in Figure 89.
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Figure 87
Langfjordjøkelen photographed from looking east with Øksfjordjøkelen in the background. The lett
photo was taken in middle of the 1930s, while the right photo is from 1952. The outlets to the northwest (to the lett in the images) to the west (in the middle in front) and to the south (to the right)
retreated between 200 and 300 m during 1945-1998 (Photos by Widerøe).

Figure 88
Air photos showing Langfjordjøkelen on
15'" August 1945 (Contract No. ØK-45, 5097),
11'" July 1966 (Contract No. 1800, E7/F7) and
31 st August 1998 (Contract No. 12323, A3).
The glacier melted back throughout this
period, and the eastern outlet (to the right in
the images) retreated nearly 1 km from 1945
to 1998 (Photos: Royal Air Force (upper to the
lett) and Fjellanger Widerøe AS).

Comparison of maps from 1966 and 1994 (Fig. 90) showadecrease in vo1ume of
123 mill. m3 water equivalent calcu1ated for the entire glacier, which is 12V2 m water
2
equivalent. The area was reduced from 9.8 km2 to 8.4 km during the same period.
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The corresponding value for the eastem outlet, in which mass balance measurements
are performed, is a deficit of 83 mill. m3 water or 19 m w.eqv. Accordingly, annual
net balance during the period 1966-93 is approx. -0.7 m w.eqv. The area was reduced
from 4.3 km2 to 3.7 km 2• A map showing the elevation changes (Fig. 90) shows that
the glacier surface has lowered in 96 % of the area. Most changes have occured at the
east-facing outlet with a vertical shrinking of more than 100m.
Langfjordjøkelen mass balance 1989-99
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Mass balanee results at Langfjordjøkelen during 1989-99. Mean values for the perlod are 2.2 m (b.,),
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8.2 Øksfjordjøkelen
Documentary evidence
Gellatly et al. (1989) used historical records to document the pattems of deglaciation
associated with changes in the ice cap mass balance of 0ksfjordjøkelen since the mid
19th century. A survey carried out by NGO. between 1891 and 1902 (Hoel and
Werenskiold, 1962) estimated that the ice cap had an area of 51.6 km2 although
according to (Romsloe, 1963) this had reduced to 36.6 km 2 by 1945. This seems too
Iowa value. TOday, the plateau glacier 0ksfjordjøkelen covers some 40 km2 in total
including eight major outlet glaciers descending from the plateau.

Figure 91
The northern plateau rim and iee margin of Øksfjordjøkelen and glaeiers of Nuvsfjord. View looking
south west along the fjord; the lett hand valley is Sørfjorddalen. Top - iIIustration drawn by Forbes
in 1851 (Forbes, 1853). Bottom - photo taken in 1986 (Photo: Whalley in Gellatly et al., 1989).

Few of the early visitors ventured onto the ice, and most documentary evidence
eomes in the form ofsketches and ear1y photographs (Gellatly et al., 1989). In 1851 Jo
D. Forbes illustrated outlet glaciers on the northem plateau rim in the form of a
composite sketeh. Figure 91 shows a comparison between Forbes ' view in 1851 and
the status in 1986, whilst Figure 82 shows the present day and former ice margins on
the northern rim. It is apparent that there is remarkab1y little difference in estimated
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Figure 92
Present day extent and former ice margins of plateau ice caps and outlet glaciers of
Øksfjordjøkelen (from Gellatly et al., 1989).

elevation and profile; the ice cap is estimated to have downwasted about 20-30 m.
The outlet glaciers have retreated more noticeably by approx. 0.7 km.
The behaviour of the outlet glacier in the Jokulfjord on the southem rim is weU
documented. The accounts of von Buch (1810) and Everest (1829) both describe how
calving of the 'fall jokul into the fjord was frequent'. In 1859 Hardy (1862) observed
how Nedrebreen (a reconstituted ice cone; 'Nerisen' on NGO 50,000) and the ice fall
above were connected. By 1865 when Geike visited, he observed that the two were
separate in the summer months (Geike, 1882). This is confirmed by visits in 1881 hy
von Bayer (1889) and Rabot (1898). At no subsequent time have the two sections
been reconnected (Gellatly et al., 1989). The connection with the plateau ice cap and
the lower cone are clearly visible.
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A photograph of Nedrebreen taken in 1898 by Hastings can be compared to one from
1986 (Fig. 93). Considerable lateral and downwasting has occurred, the former extent
in the last century being marked by a trim line of fresh bare rock surfaces.

Figure 93
Recession and downwasting of Nedrebreen between 1898 and 1989. The dashed line indicates
former glaeier extent and the trim line is visible in the recent photograph (from Gellatly et al., 1989).

Various photographs record the status of the 'fall jokul ' throughout the 20th century;
accounts being provided by Helland (1905), Hoel and Werenskiold (1962) and
Lovenbury (1962).
In front of Nedrebreen, at the head of Jøkulfjord, a moraine almost seperates a pool

from the fjord, as described by Hoel and Werenskiold (1962). This moraine probably
marks the greatest extent of Nedrebreen, although it will have undergone considerable
changes since its formation, due to material being deposited on it by the calving of the
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glaeier, whlch occurred up until 1936. During the early part of the 20 century
Nedrebreen was used as a convenient source of fresh ice for local fish-packing
operations, with demand peaking in 1930. Because the glaeier calved into the sea, ice
could be cut and loaded directly into boats. From 1937 onwards, as active calving
from the glaeier ceased, ice was dislodged with dynamite and loaded from a chute
into waiting boats. The ice trade ended in 1949 when the authorities built a
refrigeration plant and set up cold storage plants (Hoel and Werenskiold, 1962).
However, the rapid decline in the mass of Nedrebreen was not related to the
commercial exploitation of the glaeier but rather to a decreasing supply of ice from
the plateau (Hoel and Werenskiold, 1962; Gellatly et al., 1989).
Gellatly et al. (1989) have described the recession of another outlet glaeier on the
southem rim of 0ksfjordjøkelen, which formerly descended into Skalsadalen. The
1945 aerial photographs show an expanded lobe of ice extending beyond the present
limits of Isvatnet (Fig. 94, left). The topographic maps of 1979 show the glaeier
terminating within Isvatnet, whilst in 1985 the glaeier was more than 300 m from the
northem shore (Fig. 94, right).

Figure 94
Aerial photographs of the southwestern outlet of Øksfjordjøkelen (No. 850.4); from July 1945 to
August 1985 it receded by 0.81 km, a mean rate of 20 m/yr. On the ground, the position of the 1945
sno ut is marked by a well-defined moraine which surrounds the now ice free Isvatnet (Photos: 1945
the Royal Air Force, and 1985 Norsk Luftfoto - Contract No. 8694, 82).

A number of other parts of the 0ksfjordjøkelen ice plateau can be compared in the
aerial photography shown in Figures 95 :L';.d 95.
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Figure 95
Aerial photography of south Øksfjordjøkelen in 1945 and 1998. Nn shows the position of nunataks
(Photos Royal Air Force (1945) and Fjellanger Widerøe AS (1998) Contract No 12322, C2).

Figure 96
Aerial photography of north Øksfjordjøkelen in 1979 and 1998 (Photos Fjellanger Widerøe AS
Contra et No 6090 (1979) and Contraet No. 12322, 85 (1998». Li shows the position of the left lateral
Little lee Age moraine of this outlet glaeier.
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Moraines
Small fragmentary moraines have survived on the 0ksfjordjøkelen plateau. The
presenee of these intermittent deposits around the ice cap perimeter help to determe
glaeier extent and climatic response during the last few millennia (Whalley et al.,
1989). Dating of moraines from the area presents difficulties beyond a few decades,
as the age of the older deposits cannot be established and there are no calibrated
lichen growth curves which can be used. On 0ksfjordjøke1en there are moraines
where the glaeier outflow stream has been wet-based and presurnably was sliding
basally (Whalley et al., 1995). In the valleys around 0ksfjordjøkelen lateral and
frontal moraines can be found. The presenee of subglacial material indicates that the
glacier (or part of it) is warm based and sliding over its bed. Other evidence comes
from stoss and lee forms on the valley floors, characteristic of subglacial erosion (Rea
et al., 1998).

Figure 97
Photographs showing the marked glacier recession of the northeast-flowing outlet glaciers above
Juovvavag'gi in ca.1890 (Photo: Thoner, 1906) and 1986 (Photo: Gellatly, from Whalley et al., 1989).

Localised deposits of Late glacial/Holocene and Neoglacial moraines occur around
the plateau rim. No supraglacial source exists for material, indicating that the debris
must have been produced by subglacial erosion (Rea and Whalley et al., 1994, 1996).
A complex configuration of plateau tills can be found above Nedrebreen (the main
southem outlet) and on the northern rim of Juovvavag' gi (formerly Storelvdalen), the
chief catchment to the east of the plateau. The marked recession is also illustrated by
Figure 97, which shows photographs of Juovvavag' gi taken in 1890 and 1986. Three
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moraine groups were distinguished in both areas, whilst fresh unweathered moraine
above Nedrebreen demarcated the recent maximum ice position. Around the rest of
the plateau, deposits have been destroyed or re-sorted by meltwater. Whilst the ice
cap deposits have not yet been correlated to those in the outlet valleys, there are three
well demarcated terminal moraines in most valleys, possibly dating from the late
glacial advances (Whalley et al., 1989).

Thermal regime
Whalley et al. (1989), observing the occurrence of moraines but finding no evidence
of cold based glaciers or permafrost, suggest that low plateau glaciers such as
0ksfjordjøkelen have never been cold bas ed during the Holocene. However, recent
temperature measurements and observations suggest that some of the high er margins,
where the ice is both thin and slow-moving, may be cold-based. Rea et al. (1998)
describe all outlet glaciers and some plateau terminating snouts on the Bergsfjord
peninsula as having subglacial, channelised outflow streams. This indicates that basal
melting and/or percolation of surface meltwater to the bed is occurring. Observations
have been made at the snout of Camp glacier, a small outlet lobe on the southern rim
of 0ksfjordjøkelen (Fig. 83). Here investigations in a subglacial cavity beneath about
50 m of ice, show that the glacier (at least in its outer margin) is at the pressure
melting point and sliding over its bed. Work in the cavity showed that the sliding
motion appeared to be uniform and that the streaming of ice into channels and
penetration along narrow joints both provide mechanisms for increased glacier
erosion (Rea and Whalley, 1994, 1996). The debris rich basal ice has caused large
striations in front of the glacier snout.
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8.3 Nordmannsjøkelen
NordmannsjØkelen is the northemmost glacier on the Norwegian mainland. It is
situated about 55 km north of Alta, at the top of a mountain massif at the western side
of the island Seiland. The glacier is composed of eight glacier units covering a total
area of about 3 km2 . The highest point is at approx. 1040 m as.l. and the lowest at
about 600 m a.s.l.

Seiland
o
I

Figure 98
Overview of Seilands- and Nordmannsjøkelen located in the island Seiland.

Figure 99
This ice-fall is a northeast·
facing outlet(No. 862.11 )
from the northernmost and
largest coherent part of
Nordmannsjøkelen. The
snout of the outlet ranges
down to about 600 m a.s.l.
The air photos in Figure
100 show no considerable
change in front position
during 1970-1998. This
image was taken by
Widerøe in August 1936.

lO9

Some field studies were performed at NordmannsjØkelen in 1956 (Ford 1958). There
are air photos of the glaeier from 1966 (part of western outlet), 1970, 1985 and 1998
(see Appendix A). Except for the N50 map series, there is no detailed glaeier map.
The maximum extension since the Litt1e lee Age is not found at any outlet of
NordmannsjØkelen, but old map sketches from "Norges geografiske opmaaling" show
that the northern part retreated 3-4 km between 1896 and 1956. From 1970 to 1998 a
shrinking of the small glacier units in the south-west (No. 862.2 and 862.3) occurred.
The increased area of nunataks indicates the ice is very thin in this area. At the
northernmost part of the glacier the north-facing ice rim (No. 862.6) had a retreat of
approx. 150 m during this period of 28 years. However, the shrinkage is greatest at
the north-western parts (No.862.2 and 862.5) of the glacier, roughly 500 m. At the
eastern outlet (No. 862.11), ranging from about 1040 m a.s.l. down to ca. 600 m a.s.l.
no visual change in front position occurred during 1970-98 (Fig. 99 and 100). Figure
99 shows air photos from 1970, 1985 and 1998.

Figure 100
Nordmannsjøkelen photographed on 14'"
Au~ust 1970 (Contract No. 3615, G6),
21" August 1985 (Contract No. 8713, A2)
and 31"' August 1998 (Contraet No. 12321,
A4). The largest eoherent part of the
glaeier the iee borders in the north (top of
the image) reeeded approx. 150 m during
1970-98. However, it seems quite elear
that the retreat is greatest at the northwestern part, roughly 500 metres. The ieefall in Figure 99 is marked with white
arrow in the 1998-image (Photos:
Fjellanger Widerøe AS).
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8.4 Seilandsjøkelen
As the name suggests, Seilandsjøkelen is on Seiland, 7-8 km south-east of
NordmannsjØkelen. The glaeier is composed of six glacier units covering a total area
of approx. 14 km2 . It ranges from about 900 m a.s.l. down to about 500 m a.s.l. Most
of the glaeier is draining southward to Bekkarfjorden at the south-east side of Seiland.
Coincident with the field studies at NordmannsjØkelen in 1956, were some
investigations at SeilandsjØkelen. Apart from the topographic N50 map series, there is
no detai1ed glacier map. However, air photographs from 1966, 1970, 1985 and 1998
(Fig. 103) occur (see Appendix A). Oblique photos of the gIacier taken in 1936 and
1959 are shown in Figure 101 and 102.

Figure 101
The southern part of
Seilandsjøkelen (No.
862.14 in The Glaeier
Inventory) from the
south-west. The photo
was taken in August
1936. At that time the
outlet almost reached
the lake (352 m a.s.L).
to the lower right in the
image. In 1998 the
glaeier front lay about
900 m above the lake
(Photo: Widerøe).

Figure 102
Same parts of the
glaeier as in Figure
101 taken from the
south-east. The image
was taken in August
1959. Until 1998 the
retreat of this ice edge
was more than 600
metres (Photo:
Widerøe).
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Map sketches from 1896 and 1956 showa considerable shrinking of the glacier
during this 60-year period. The total glacier area was approximately halv ed in this
period. The air photos from 1998 show that two of the outlets in the north (No. 862.7
and 862.8) have melted back approx. 1Y2 km since the maximum (LIA) extension.
The air photos from 1970 and 1998 show an almost steady-state situation for the
northem ice rim during these 28 years, but a northem outlet (No. 862.7) has decreased
considerably in both extent and volurne during this period (Fig. 103). The ice of the
south-facing part (No. 862.14) receded approx. 1Y2 km during the period 1895-1956.
Maximum extension is not certain for this part of the glacier. The photos from 1966
and 1998 show that the retreat continued about 600 metres during that 32-year period.
The area of the north-eastem outlet (862.12) shrank about 75 % from 1896 to 1956,
and the front melted back about 2 km. From 1966 unti1 1998 it retreated another 300
metres.

Figure 103
Seilandsjøkelen photographed on 14th August 1970
(Contract No. 3615, G8), 21 st August 1985 (Contract No.
8713, 84) and 31 st August 1998 (Contract No. 12321,
A2). The position of the northern ice rim (arrows, No.
862.7) has decreased in extension and volume during
1970-98. At the southern side (No. 862.14) the retreat is
approx. 600 m during this period, and approx. 300 m for
the outlet in the north-east (No. 862.12). The southern
part of the glaeier and the lake referred to in Figure 101
is marked with an ellipse at the bottom of the 1985 and
1998 images (Photos: Fjellanger Widerøe AS).
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8.5 Conclusions
Four ice caps in Finnmark have been investigated. Generally the studies showa
significant shrinking at all glaciers in the region.
The six investigated outlets of Langfj ordj øke len showa considerable recession from
the maximum extension (LIA) until 1998. For two of the outlets (in west and
northwest) the recession is most notable before 1945 (700-900 m). For the three
outlets in north and east most of the retreat has occured after 1960 (900-1200 m).
The behaviour of some of the outlet glaciers of 0ksfjordjøkelen has been relatively
well-documented over the past 150 years, showing consistent retreat pattems from the
Little lee Age maximum. Remnant moraines from an earlier Neoglacial maximum
exist on some parts of the plateau. The ice cap seems to be fairly stable at present
conditions, with little change recorded over the past 10-15 years.
The maximum extension is not found at any outlets of Nordmanssjøkelen. The outlets
in north and northwest have melted back about 500 m during the period 1970-98.
At Seilandsjøkelen the maximum extension was difficult to determine, but the limit is
indicated at two outlets in north. The studies show that these two outlets have receded
about 1.5 km during the period from LIA to 1970. Since then these outlets have been
in a steady state position, while the outlets in norteast and south have receded
between 300 and 500 m.
Table 13
Net change in frontal retreat (m) of the investigated glaeiers in Øksfjord and Seiland.

Øksfjord and Seiland

No.

LIM-ca. 1900 I ca. 1900-1945 1945-ca. 1970 I ca. 1970-1998

Langfjordjøkelen

844.10

<200

200

1000

Langfjordjøkelen

844.11

900

O

300

Langfjordjøkelen

850.1

700

200

100

Langfjordjøkelen

850.3

100

100

100

Langfjordjøkelen

850.8

200

750

Langfjordjøkelen

850.9

Unknown

0ksfjordjøkelen

850.4

Unknown

800

200

..~~~fj.(?~4j~)s~!~~ ....
Nordmannsjøkelen

850.3

800

300

200

862.6

Unknown

150

. . _. .~2.~~.!P:~.~.~.~J~~~!.~!.I:. . . .

862.11

Unknown

O

Seilandsjøkelen

862.7

1300

O

Seilandsjøkelen

862.8

1700

O

250

I

250

900

Seilandsjøkelen

862.12

Unknown

300

Seilandsjøkelen

862.14

Unknown

600
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9. Conclusions
All the investigated glaeiers have undergone large ehanges the last eentury. ane
hundred years ago, many of the glaeiers were close to their Little Ice Age (LIA)
maximum extent. During the twentieth eentury, most of the glaeiers have melted baek
and have beeome mueh smaller. Generally, almost all glaeiers were in a state of
retreat until the 1960s. Sinee then the glaeiers have behaved differently and both loeal
and regional variations in glacial behaviour are found.
At Okstindan, the three investigated glaciers had a large loss in glaeier area and
volurne between 1921 and 1965. Since 1965 the retreat has continued at Austre
Okstindbreen although at a slower rate, and mass balance measurements showed that
the glacier increased in vol urne during 1986-96. In contrast, the marked advance of
Comeliussens Bre during the last 20-30 years differs from this behaviour. Recently
the neighbouring glacier Charles Rabot Bre have grown in thickness, but possibly the
glacier is frozen to the bottom and still not thick enough to allow any larger ice
deformation or sliding.
All the five investigated glaciers in the Svartisen area have had aremarked retreat this
century. However, since the 1960's the glaciers have behaved differently. The west
faced Engabreen have gained a large mass surplus sinee 1970 and the front has
advanced forwards to the same position it had around 1950. The smaller neighbouring
glaeier Dimdalsbreen and the south faeed glaeier Svartisheibreen has also gained
mass the last decade and the retreat of the glaciers seems to have stopped.
Trollbergdalsbreen have continued to retreat the last three decades, but the last 15
years the recession has been very slow indicating that the glacier is reaching a more
stable condition. However, part of Høgtuvbreen in the south has been greatly reduced
both in vol urne and extent the last decades.
The outlets of Blåmannsisen also show different behaviour in recent glacier change.
Between 1961 and 1998 western outlets of Blåmannsisen have been advaneing or
stable, whilc the northem outlets have been in a state of retreat, especially from 1961
to 1998. The eastern outlets have also retreated from 1961 to 1998, but only a small
part ofthis occurred since 1985.
The four investigated glaciers in Skjomen have all receded during this century and
there is no sign of any recent advances the last decades. The glaciers seems to behave
rather uniform. At Frostisen a north-orientated outlet has retreated 800 metres from
1945 to 1998, while a west-orientated out let at the north-west side has retreated 600
m in the same period, while 400-500 metres since 1961. Storsteinsfjellbreen has
retreated nearly 400 metres in the same period, with the bulk of the retreat occurred
between 1960 and 1985. Even though the glacier has diminished in both extension
and volurne during this period, the map studies show an increasing glacier thickness
in the upper area. The small icecap Riukojietna has receded 500 metres between 1960
and 1998, but most of the recession happened before 1978. Mass balance
measurements during the period 1986-97 showaslight deficit in net balance and the
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front is at present still retreating, but at a much slower rate. The small glacier Blåisen
by Sildvikvatnet has retreated 200 metres from 1964 to 1998.

In South Lyngen the cold based plateau ice fields of Balgesvarri and Jiehkevarri (both
above 1500 m a.s.l.) appear to have changed liule in extent over the last 100 years
although there has been an unknown reduction in thickness. In contrast, the valley
glaciers that are fed by the plateau glaciers have receded marked ly due to a decline in
ice supply. The valley glacier Sydbreen has wasted appreciably , receding by over l
km this century and the glaciers Midtbreen and 'Flutes Glacier' have separated and
receded from Sydbreen. Observations highlight the importance topography plays in
glacier mass balance as ice from plateaux tops feeds the valley glaciers.
However, unlike the higher Balgesvarri and Jiehkevarri the lower eastem plateaux of
Bredalsfjellet, Rundfjellet and Daltinden have wasted noticeably, showing the
existence of a critical altitude and climatic threshold between Bredalsfjellet (c. 1500
m) and Balgesvarri (1625 m). Once the threshold is crossed, glacier response to any
climatic warming/amelioration will be rapid. Strupbreen has shown continued downwasting from the first visits around 1900 to the present day.
The glaciers in 0ksfjord and Seiland have experienced a rapid retreat the last century.
Langfjordjøkelen is still retreating and between 1966 and 1998 the largest outlet
retreated nearly 800 metres. 0ksfjordjøkelen seems to be fairly stable in present
conditions, with little change recorded over the past 10-15 years. The two ice-caps
north of 0ksfjordjøke1en, Nordmannsjøkelen and Seilandsjøkelen, seems to still be in
a state of retreat. Both glaciers have had aremarked reduction in extent the last 100
years, and some of the outlets of the glacier have retreated between 150 and 600
meters since 1970.
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10. Further study
The glaciers in northem Norway are relatively poorly documented and studied
compared with those in the south. However, bringing together available data, as in
this report, shows that useful climatological and glaciological information can be
gained by continued study. More detailed, and certainly more continuous
observations need to be made especially of mass balance. Differences in climatic
controls e.g. related to jet-streamlpolar front locations needs further study. Similarly
W -E continentality e.g. from Frostisen and Kebnekaise should show climatically
related effects.
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Appendix

Appendix A: List of aerial photographs
In this Appendix we list the aerial photographs used in this report.

Okstindan
Table A-1

A list of aerial photographs taken of the Okstindan area.

Contract
No
1320
5575
7118

Date
31.07.1962
16.08.1977
12.09.1981

Photo
scale
1:20000
1:40000
1:40000

12326

31.08.1998

1:30000

Remarks

Photo company

Much snow on glaeier
Good contrast
Good contrast, some fresh
snow.
Good contrast, much fim
and ice visible.

Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe

Svartisen
Table A-2

A list of aerial photographs taken of the Svartisen area.

Contract
No
SV-45

Date
22.09.1945

3205
8698
12302

Photo
scale

Remarks

Photo company

-

Poor contrast

25.08.1968

1:35000

19.08.1985
0l.09.1998

1:35000
1:15000

Quite good contrast, some
fresh snow.
Good contrast.
Only parts of the Svartisen
area are covered.

British Royal Air
Force
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe

Blåmannsisen
Table A-3

Contract
No
1213
3841
8714
12328

ii

A list of aerial photographs taken of Blåmannsisen

Date
27.08.1961
23.08.1971
19.08.1985
0l.09.1998

Photo
scale
1:20000
1:30000
1:30000
1:30000

Remarks

Photo company

Good contrast
Some fresh snow
Good contrast
Very good contrast

Fjellanger Widerøe
Fiellan..Ker Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe

Skjomen
Table A-4
Contract
No
FR45
2180
2217
2056N
5860
8711
8712
11603
12304
12305
12306
12307

A

list of aerial photographs taken of glaeiers in Skjomen.

Date
20.09.1945
18.09.1960
22.08.1961
24.08.1964
15.08.1978
19.08.1985
19.08.1985
10.09.1993
0l.09.1998
01.09.1998
0l.09.1998
01.09.1998

Photo
scale
1:30000
1:20000
1:30000
1:40000
1:30000
1:30000
1:30000
1:30000
1:30000
1:30000
1:30000

Remarks

Photo company

Shadows, poor contrast
Good contrast
Good contrast
Quite good contrast
Quite good contrast
Poor contrast
Good contrast
Much snow on the glacier
Frostisen
Storsteinsfjellbreen
Riukojietna
Blåisen

Unknown
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
RNOAF
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe

Lyngen
Table A-5
Contract
No
491
563

A

list of aerial photographs taken of glaeiers in Lyngen.

Date

844
3161
5567
5820
6098
12297

31.07.1952
15.07.19531
16.08.1953
1956
1968
19.08.1977
22.07.1978
21.08.1979
31.08.1998

12298

3l.08.1998

Photo
scale
1:40000
1:35000
1:40000
1:40000
1:40000
1:40000
1:20000
1:20000

Remarks

Photo company

Fresh snow
Late snow

Widerøe Flyveselskap
Widerøe Flyveselskap

Some clouds
Poor contrast
Poor contrast
Strupbreen and
Koppangsbreen
Vestbreen and Sydbreen

Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe

Øksfjord and Seiland_
Table A-6

A

list of aerial photographs taken of glaeiers in Øksfjord and Seiland.

Contract
No
0K-45
1800
94168
12321

Date
15.08.1945
11.07.1966
01.08.1994
31.08.1998

Photo
scale
1:38000
1:40000
1:20000

12322
12323

31.08.1998
3l.08.1998

1:20000
1:20000

Remarks

Photo company

Quite good contrast
Quite good contrast
Relativel~/J')oor contrast
Normannsjøkelen and
Seilandsjøkelen
0ksfjordjøkelen
Langfjordjøkelen

Unknown
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fotonor
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fjellanger Widerøe
Fiellanger Widerøe
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Appendix B: List of topographical maps
In this appendix we give a list of topographical maps at different scales used for each
area. Some of these maps could be difficult to locate. Maps covering glaeier fronts or
tongues are not included. A list of printed maps to be ordered from NVE is also
gIven.

Okstindan
Table 8-1

Name
Gradteigskart

A list of general topographical maps covering the Okstindan area.

Year of Method
survey
1891-92 Field survey
1891

M711 (N50)

Table 8-2

Analogue
photogrammetry
(vertical aerial
photos)

Scale

Røsvand (Il7)
Knutfjeld (KI7)
Umbugten
Rana
Røssvatnet (1926 I)
Hjartfjellet (2026 IV)
Storakersvatnet (2027 Ill)

1:100000

1:50000

Contour
interval
30m

20m

A list of detailed topographical maps of glaeiers in the Okstindan area.

Name
Okstindan
(Austre Okstindbreen and
Vestisen)
Okstindan (large parts)
Austre Okstindbreen
(lower part)
Austre Okstindbreen
(lower part)
Charles Rabot Bre
Corneliussens bre
Corneliussens bre
(only glaeier terminus)

IV

Sheets

Year of
mapping
1962

Method

Scale

Analogue photogrammetry

1:25000

1977
1962

Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry

1:25000
1:10 000

25m
10m

1981

Analogue photogrammetry

1:25000

50m

1965
Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry
1965
1975, 1977, Analogue photogrammetry
1978, 1979,
1982, 1984

1:10 000
1:10 000

10m
10m
5m

1:10001

1:2500

Contour
interval
25m

Svartisen
Table 8-3

A list of general topographical maps covering the Svartisen area.

Name
Gradteigskart

M711 (N50)

Table 8-4

Year of
survey
18951899

Method

Sheets

Seale

Field survey

1:100000

1968

Analogue
photogrammetry
(vertical aerial
photos)

Svartisen (115),
Meløy (116),
Beiardalen (KI4),
Dunderlandsdalen (KI5)
Sjona (1927 IV)
Glomfjord (1928 I)
Svartisen (1928 Il)
Melfjord (1928 III)
Blakkådal (2028 Ill)
Arstaddalen (2028 IV)

1:50000

Contour
interval
30m

20m

A list of detailed topographical maps of glaeiers in the Svartisen area.

Svartisen area
Svartisen, lar~e j>arts
Svartisen, large parts
EJ!gabreen
Trollbergdalsbreen
Høgtuvbreen
Svartisheibreen
Dimdalsbreen

Year of
mapping
1968
1985
1968
1968
1972
1995
1990,1991,
1992, 1993,
1994, 1995,
1997

* Denotes digitally registered,

Method

Seale

Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry*
Analogue ~hotogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry

1:20000
1:20000
1:20000
1:10 000
1:10 000
1:10000
1:10 000

Ana1ogue~hotogrammetr~*

Analogue photogrammetry*

Contour
interval
10m
10m
10m
10m
10m
10m
10m

bul analogue constructed maps.

Blåmannsisen
Table 8-5

Name
Gradteigskart
M711 (N50)

A list of general topographical maps covering Blåmannsisen.

Year of Method
survey
Before
Field survey
1910
1977
Analogue
1985
photogrammetry
(vertical aerial
photos)

Sheets

Sea le

Saltdalen (Ll3)

1:100000

Sisovatnet (2129 I)
Sulitjelma (2129 Il)

1:50000

Contour
interval
30m
20m

There exist no detailed glaeier maps of Blåmannsisen to our knowledge.

v

Skjomen
Table 8-6

Name
Gradteigskart
M711 (N50)

rable 8-7

A list of general topographical rnaps covering the Skjornen area.

Year of
survey
1906-16
1915-16
1977
1978

Method

Sheets

Scale

Field surve y

Tysfjord (MlO)
Skjomen (NlO)
Skjomen (1331 I)
Frostisen (1331 Il)
Narvik (1431 IV)
Skjomdalen (1431 Ill)

1:100000

Analogue
photogrammetry
(vertical aerial
photos)

1:50000

Contour
interval
30m
20m

A list of detailed topographical rnaps of glaeiers in Skjornen.

Name
Blåisen ved Sildvikvatnet
Riukojietna
Riukoiietna
Storsteinsfiellbreen
Storsteinsfjellbreen

Year of
mappine:
1963
1960
1978
1964
1993

Method

Scale

Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry

1:10000
1:10 000
1:10 000
1:10000
1:10 000

Contour
interval
10m
10m
10m
10m
10m

Lyngen
Table 8-8

Name
M711 (N50)

Table 8-9

Name
Strupbreen
Strupbreen and
Koppangsbreen
Strupbreen and
Koppangsbreen
Strupbreen and
Koppangsbreen
Balgesvarri
Bredalsfiell

VI

A list of general topographical rnaps covering Lyngen.

Year of Method
survey
1952-53 Analogue
photogrammetry
(vertical aerial
photos)

Sheets

Scale

Balsfjord (1533 I)
Storfjord (1633 Ill)
Lyngen (1634 Ill)

1:50000

Contour
interval
20m

A list of detailed topographical rna ps of glaeiers in Lyngen.

Method

Scale

Year of
mappine:
1952
1978

Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry

1:20000
1:20000

1985

Analogue photogrammetry

1:10 000

1998

Digital photogrammetry

-

1979
1979

Field survey
Field survey

1:5000
1:2000

..

Contour
interval
10m
10m
10m
-

10m
5m

Øksfjord and Seiland
Table 8-10

Name
Gradteigskart

M711 (N50)

Table 8-11

A list of general topographical rnaps covering Øksfjord and Seiland.

Year of Method
survey
1891,
Field surve y
1902
1887-88
1888
1966
Analogue
photogrammetry
1970
(vertical aerial
photos)

Sheets

Seale

Bergsfjorden (S4)
SørØen (T3)
Hammerfest (U3)

1:100000

0ksfjordjøke1en (1735 Il)
Seiland (1835 I)

1:50000

Contour
interval
30m

20m

A list of detailed topographical rnaps of glaeiers in Øksfjord and Seiland.

Name

Year of
mapping
1966
1994

Langfjordjøkelen
Langfjordjøkelen

Method

Seale

Analogue photogrammetry
Analogue photogrammetry

1:10000
1:10 000

Contour
interval
10m
10m

Printed glaeier maps
These maps listed below are printed and published by NVE and Stockholms
University.
Table 8-12

List of printed glaeier rna ps of the investigated glaeiers.

Year of
mapping
1968

Sea le

Engabreen

Publ.
year
1970

Riukojietna

1983

1:10000

10m

Storsteinsfiellbreen
Storsteinsfjellbreen

1964
1997

1960,
1978
1960
1993

1:10 000
1:10000

10m
10m

Strupbreen

1985

1:20000
1:10000

10m

Trollbergdalsbreen

1970

1:10 000

10m

Name

1952,
1978,
1985
1968

1:20000

Contour
interval
10m

Remarks
Duplex print with map
and text.
Duplex print with maps
and text.
Duplex print with map
and text.
Duplex print with maps
and text.

-
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Appendix C: Front position data
Front position measurements have been performed on at least 16 glaeiers in northern
Norway.
Table C-1

Front position measurements performed in northern Norway.

Glaeier

Period

SV ARTISEN AREA
lEngabreen
2 Fonndalsbreen
3 Nordfjordsbreen
4 0sterdalsbreen
OKSTINDAN
5 Austre Okstindbreen
6 Vestre Stekvassbreen
7 Bessedørbreen
8 ChareIs Rabot Bre
9 Oksfjellbreen
10 Mørkbekkbreen
Il Vestre Okstindbreen
FROSTISEN
12 Reintindbreen
13 Nordre Meraftesbre
14 Søndre Meraftesbre
LYNGEN
15 Steindalsbreen
16 Koppangsbreen
FINNMARK
17 Langfjordjøkelen

viii

1909- (discont.)
1909-1951
1930s
1949-54
1908-44
1908-44
1908-44
1908-44
1908-44
1908-44
1908-44
1906-34
1906-34
1906-34
199819981998-

Appendix O: Mass balanee data
Mass balanee measurements have been carried out on 14 different glaeiers in
northern Norway (including Riukojietna on the border between Norway and
Sweden) during the period 1963-99.
Table 0-1

Mass balanee measurements perf orm ed in northern Norway.

No. Glaeier

Area
(km 2)

Altitude
(m a.s.l.)

Period

No. of Mapping
Year

14.0

730-1750

1987-96

10

1.1

2.6
5.5
38.0
59.0
1.8
1.6
4.9

1100-1750
590-1170
770-1420
10-1595
520-1580
900-1375
900-1300
580-1260

1969-73
1971-77
1988-94
19701985-88
1970-75
1990-94
1985-86

4
7
7
30
4

2.2
6.1
5.9
0.7
4.6

850-1200
920-1850
970-1850
1210-1540
1150-1450

1963-68
1964-68
1991-95
1965-68
1986-

6

13 Svartfjelljøkelen
14 Langfjordjøkelen

2.7
3.7

500-1080
280-1050

TOTAL

-

10-1850

1978
1989-93
19961963-99

~ears

Measured
b~

SV ARTISEN AREA
l Austre Okstindbre
2 Charles Rabot Bre
3 Høgtuvbreen
4 Svartisheibreen
5 Engabreen
6 Storglombreen
7 Trollbergdalsbreen
8 Tretten-null-to breen

11
2

1962,
1977
1965
1972
1995
1968, 1985
1985
1968,
1985, 1998
1985

AaU
AaU
NVE
NVE
NVE
NVE
NVE
NVE

SKJOMEN AREA
9 Blåisen
10 Storsteinsfjellbreen
11 Cainhavarre
12 Riukojietna

1960
NVE
1960, 1993 NVE

10
4
14

1960
NVE
1960,1978 SU

l

-

9
119

-

FINNMARK
NP
1966, 1994 NVE

-

AaU Aarhus University
NVE Norwegian Water and Energy Directorate
SU
Stockholm University
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